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1 KULTURisk Project report 

1.1 Publishable summary 
 
Abstract 
The likelihood and adverse impacts of water-related disasters, such as floods and landslides, have increased 
in many countries and have highlighted that risk prevention still needs to be improved to reduce human 
losses and economic damages.  
 
The main goal of KULTURisk is to develop a culture of risk prevention in Europe and demonstrate its 
advantages over traditional post-disaster recovery approaches (www.KULTURisk.eu). To this end, the 
KULTURisk team has been investigating the benefits of state-of-the-art prevention initiatives, such as early 
warning systems, non-structural options (e.g. mapping and planning), risk transfer strategies (e.g. insurance 
policy), and structural measures. Also, the importance of homogenizing criteria to create hazard inventories 
and build memory, efficient risk communication and warning methods as well as active dialogue with and 
between public and private stakeholders, has been examined.  
 
The aim of the project 
The KULTURisk project aims to promote a culture of risk prevention by evaluating the benefits of different 
prevention measures. This evaluation is being carried out by developing a novel methodology and referring 
to different types of water-related catastrophes, such as river inundations, urban floods, storm surges, rainfall 
triggered debris flows and landslides.  
To demonstrate the advantages of prevention options, an original methodology is being developed and 
applied to a variety of European case studies, characterized by diverse socio-economic contexts, different 
types of water-related hazards (floods, debris flows and landslides, storm surges) and space-time scales: 
Danube (Many countries, trans-boundary large river basin), Somerset (UK, coastal area),  Barcelonnette 
(France, urban high-land), Carlisle (UK, urban low-land), Zurich (Switzerland, Alpine catchment), and Soča-
Isonzo (Slovenia and Italy, trans-boundary small catchment). 
The KULTURisk project has initially focussed on water-related hazards, as the likelihood and adverse 
impacts of water-related disasters are expected to increase in the near future because of changes in land-use 
and/or climate. In the last phase of the project, the applicability of the KULTURisk approach to different 
types of natural hazards (e.g. earthquakes, forest fires) will also be analysed. 
 
Objectives 
The main objectives of the KULTURisk project are: 
1. A critical and comprehensive review of static (structural measures and non-structural initiatives, such as 

risk mapping, land planning, and insurance policies) and dynamic (forecasting, early warning systems 
and real time control) measures to prevent water-related hazards with special focus on the importance of 
risk communication techniques.  

2. The development of a risk-based methodology for the evaluation and accounting of risk prevention 
measures, able to consider alternative options (based on static and/or dynamic measures), that will be 
tested with a number of case studies.  

3. The demonstration that prevention measures are more effective from a social and economic point of 
view than post-disaster recovery for different types of water-related risks (landslides, flash floods, storm 
surges, large scale inundations), characterized by different temporal and spatial scales (from small to 
large catchments, including trans-boundary basins), and diverse socio-economic contexts within Europe. 

4. The promotion of a culture of risk prevention by using the KULTURisk outcomes as examples to: (a) 
increase the risk awareness of the public via improved communication; (b) shape risk perception of 
inhabitants in an appropriate and responsible way; and (c) train professionals, such as engineers and 
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technicians working for government, regional authorities, officers of municipalities, consultants, 
academics conducting relevant research and students, to better evaluate the socio-economic benefit of 
risk prevention techniques for water-related risks. 

 
Key results  
 
State of the art  
A critical review has been carried out to identify knowledge gaps and propose further cutting-edge research 
in the field of risk prevention. This literature review has been divided into three main parts: assessment 
methodologies, prevention measures, and risk communication.  
 
The review of assessment methodologies dealt with four main topics: (i) existing EU, national and 
international policies in the field of risk prevention; (ii) current risk assessment and management 
methodologies for natural hazards and in particular for those related to water-related disasters; (iii) current 
methodologies to evaluate risk perception and possibilities of integration in the framework of risk assessment 
and management of water-related hazards; and iv) existing methodologies to assess the total cost of 
hydrogeological disasters, economic valuation methodologies and project appraisals. This review focused on 
three themes: (a) existing national and international operational warning systems for water-related hazards 
induced by severe weather conditions; (b) recent developments in hazard mapping and risk transfer practices 
(insurance policy) in water-threatened areas; (c) use of structural measures for water related risks, including 
lessons learned from past flood defence strategies, existing structural measures in landslides and critical 
discussion on the use of the return period concept in the design of structural measures. Lastly, a critical 
analysisi of the recent research on risk communication, in particular on flooding and other water‐related 
hazards, was carried out.  
 
The notion of risk prevention  
There is a need for more consistent terminology related to disaster risk management. Strictly speaking, even 
the term risk prevention can be questioned as risks can only be reduced or mitigated, and not entirely 
avoided. Moreover, in many European and national documents, risk prevention is used to mean both risk 
reduction (i.e. policy objectives) and risk management (i.e. tools to achieve policy objectives), and this can 
also lead to confusion.  
In KULTURisk, risk prevention expresses the objective to reduce the risk to an acceptable level by lessening 
the potential adverse impacts of natural hazards through actions taken in advance. In this context, risk 
prevention measures are all the initiatives taken before the occurrence of disasters that aim to avoid the 
unacceptable risk. 
 
Risk assessment methods needs further development 
Regarding the existing methodologies for risk assessment, the existing lines of thought concentrate on the 
three issues: hazard, vulnerability and risk assessment. However, important social, economic and 
environmental aspects are not always considered. Also, in many cases there is little or no stakeholder 
involvement, and as a result the risk assessment does not comprehend all relevant dimensions. It can be 
concluded that the analyzed methodologies represent a good starting point for future developments in risk 
assessment for natural hazards, offering room for improving both the natural science aspects (e.g. models) 
and the socio-economic ones (e.g. public participation) and their integration through innovative spatial and 
mathematical modelling. 
 
Community is involved only towards the end of the risk management process 
The existing risk management methodologies have similar procedures for the selection of management 
measures. From the hazard viewpoint, it is encouraging that both structural and non-structural solutions take 
into account concepts such as sustainability and global change. All too often, however, the participation of 
the community is relegated to the final selection of risk management measures, instead of being considered 
as an integral part of the process from the very start. 
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Intangible costs: controversial to monetize, but crucial to identify 
The concept of total cost is much more ambitious than what has been traditionally provided in assessment 
exercises, because it aims at describing the total burden imposed by a disaster to the coupled socio-
environmental system. The full impact of disasters includes costs (and benefits) that are difficult to identify 
and quantify. They comprise all direct, indirect, tangible and intangible costs and benefits. Given the 
significant limitations concerning the monetization of intangibles, a cost-effectiveness approach is more 
appropriate for a comprehensive assessment of risk prevention measures. 
 
Collaboration can improve the performance of Early Warning Systems (EWS) 
Despite significant technical progress in the development of operational EWS for water-related hazards, 
further work is required to exploit the benefits for risk reduction brought by using such systems. Increased 
global interdependence underlines the necessity of cooperation, coordination and information exchange on 
EWS. Stronger involvement by private and public stakeholders and greater transparency about EWS 
methods and performance are key factors in encouraging public confidence in the use of EWS, and the 
consequential benefit of the system. This process requires more communication both to the public and within 
the scientific community as well. Indeed, there is a need for more accessible and open information from the 
developers of warning systems, which should act themselves as promoter of their product. In this way, 
warning systems will become part of the cultural background, and people will be better prepared to cope 
with emergencies. 
 
Freeboards: height standards arbitrarily defined, misleading for risk perception 
In the design of structural measures for flood defence, such as river dikes or levees, arbitrary freeboards are 
tipycally used to provide an additional, often very subjective, safety margin to account for the unvoidable 
uncertainty associated with the estimation of extreme water levels. However, there are a number of issues 
associated with the use of these safety freeboards. In fact, their definition is often arbitrary and is hardly 
justified. Also, the adoption of freeboards might lead to the false perception of additional safety level. 
 
Probabilistic flood maps: technically correct but still difficult to implement and communicate 
Visualizing flood hazard as a probability is theoretically more correct than using deterministic maps as it 
accounts for uncertainty in the modelling process. However, environmental agencies, river basin authorities 
and engineering consultancies hardly ever apply probabilistic approaches for flood mapping, mainly because 
it is believed that end-users would find the deterministic ones easier to understand. Yet, most people do 
recognize that not all the floodplain areas are exposed to the same level of hazard. Also, there is a common 
perception that decision makers prefer deterministic binary maps over probabilistic maps, mainly because 
uncertainty estimation in modelling water-related hazards is still under development. Research is thus needed 
to improve the understanding, communication and use of probabilistic maps in risk management. 
 
Risks perceived by ordinary people are more complicated than those calculated by experts 
In risk assessment and management, the importance of considering how local stakeholders perceive both risk 
itself and management options is now widely recognized. The study has showed that while experts refer to 
more quantitative criteria (probabilities, expected damage), laypersons are often said to rely on more 
qualitative dimensions, which are more complicated to assess. Research opportunities include assessing the 
factors that influence risk perception, such as the immediacy of an adverse effect, the irreversibility and 
intensity of its impacts, the perceived economic loss and life threat, the choices available, the voluntariness 
of risk taking, the knowledge and the familiarity with the hazard, as well as the possibilities of controlling or 
reducing the risk. Given this complexity, another needed line of more research is needed to develop 
methodologies for incorporating these components of risk perception into the framework of risk assessment. 
This integration would provide decision makers with a more comprehensive evaluation of risk including its 
essential social dimensions for a more effective risk management. 
 
Different assumptions of existing risk communication approaches must be better understood 
The field of risk communication has expanded rapidly. While past research offers some important insights, 
for instance about the importance of message design to understanding the roles of emotion and trust in 
response to risk, this study has highlighted important debates about the meaning and purpose of risk 
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communication. In particular, several different approaches to risk communication have been identified, 
which involve rather different normative beliefs and theoretical assumptions, which in turn provide quite 
different bases for assessing the character, quality, and purpose of risk communication. Those differences 
must be understood and appreciated to assess the potential roles of risk communication in risk reduction and 
management. 
 
Flood insurance mechanisms need further development and possibly a standard structure 
Appropriate land-use planning coupled with building codes and individual flood proofing provide methods 
for reducing exposure to flood risk, whereas flood protection measures and early warning systems can reduce 
the potential damage to properties in flood prone areas. Insurance provides a method for transferring the 
residual risk after consideration of the planning and engineering approaches. Furthermore, insurance and 
other similar mechanisms of risk transfer are often considered as important tools for creating incentives for 
risk reduction in flood prone areas and adaptation to global changes. Nevertheless, there are significant 
obstacles to developing appropriate flood insurance and risk transfer mechanisms. Although flood insurance 
is provided in many European countries, there is significant variability in the availability, structure and 
coverage of insurance and risk transfer policies, as well as variation in the levels of government involvement 
and market penetration. 
 
Future directions  
The KULTURisk research project team has developed the baseline in the selected case studies for evaluating 
the benefits of different risk prevention measures. Also, a framework has been developed to carry out this 
evaluation.  The KULTURisk methodology will then be applied to the KULTURisk case studies.  
Lastly, the KULTURisk team will develop a knowledge base where educational material and other 
knowledge resources will be classified and shared. 
For more details, visit www.KULTURisk.eu 

http://www.kulturisk.eu/


 

1.2  Core of the report for the period: Project objectives, work progress and 
achievements, project management  

 
Project objectives for the period 

The objectives of the KULTURisk project for this first reporting period are: 
 
1. A critical and comprehensive review of static (structural measures and non-structural initiatives, such as 

risk mapping, land planning, and insurance policies) and dynamic (forecasting, early warning systems 
and real time control) measures to prevent water-related hazards with special focus on the importance of 
risk communication techniques.  

2. The development of a risk-based methodology for the evaluation and accounting of risk prevention 
measures, able to consider alternative options (based on static and/or dynamic measures), that will be 
tested with a number of different case studies.  

All the activities planned for the achievement of these two purposes were performed, and both objectives 
were met (see Section 3.2.2). 

 

Work progress and achievements during the period 

 
This section provides a concise overview of the progress of the KULTURisk project for each work package, 
in line with the structure of Annex I to the Grant Agreement. 
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KULTURisk work packages and their interdependencies 
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2 WP 1 Methodology  to evaluate  the benefits of risk prevention 
(Lead: CORILA) 

2.1 WP1 Objectives 
1. To critically review prevention-related policies and legislations in Europe 
2. To develop a methodology for vulnerability assessment and risk estimation 
3. To evaluate risk perception of case study-related decision makers and stakeholders 

Tasks Partners 
involved 

Status 

WT 1.1 Review of the existing EU, national and international 
policies in the field of prevention, taking into particular 
consideration the situation of the case studies considered 

CORILA, 
AAWA, IHE, 
UniLj, WSL 

Finalised 

WT 1.2 Development of a methodology for evaluating the benefits 
of risk prevention 

CORILA, 
IHE, UNIBs, 
WSL, KCL, 

UniBs, UniLj, 
AAWA 

Ongoing 

WT 1.3 Evolution of risk perception CORILA, 
KCL, WSL, 
IHE, UniLj 

Ongoing 

Deliverables  Status 
D1.1 Review of the existing EU, national and international 
policies in the field of risk prevention 

CORILA, 
AAWA, 
UniBs 

Finalised 

D1.2 Review of existing risk assessment and management 
methodologies 

CORILA Finalised 

D1.3 Development of a strategy to evaluate risk perception of 
water-related natural hazards 

CORILA, 
WSL, KCL 

Finalised 

D1.4 Review of the economic costing methodologies and 
conceptualizations of loss-damages 

CORILA, 
WSL 

Finalised 

D1.5 Risk prevention policy framework in the considered case 
studies 

CORILA, 
IHE, WSL, 

UniLj 

Finalised 

D1.6 Framework for comprehensive assessment of the risk 
prevention measures 

CORILA Finalised 

Milestones  Status 
MS3 Progress meeting and 1st workshop All partners Finalised 
MS5 Progress meeting and 2nd workshop All partners Finalised 

2.2 Main results & conclusions  
 

WT1.1 Review of the existing EU, national and international policies in the field of prevention, taking 
into particular consideration the situation of the case studies considered 

WT1.1 aimed to provide an overview of prevention-related EU policies and legislations taking into account 
the policy contexts and the transnational issues of the case studies, in support of the activities of WT1.2. 

During the first 6 months of the project CORILA made a review of international and European policies in 
the field of prevention (Deliverable 1.1). It represented only a part of a broader picture given by the 
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ensemble of the first set of KULTURisk deliverables (D2.1 on Early Warning Systems, D3.1 on Risk 
Mapping, Planning and Insurance Systems, and D4.1 on Structural Measures). 

From the review study it resulted that the main drivers of the policy framing processes in European Member 
States are external policy requirements, such as the Seveso Directive and the Floods Directive. In addition, 
other international requirements (both binding and not binding) were considered, such as those coming from 
the United Nations and those coming from other European policy sectors related to climate change, water 
and marine policies. Given the focus on water-related hazards and the compulsory nature of the European 
Directives, the review took into particular account the Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) and the 
Floods Directive (2007/60/EC). 

The European policy on risk prevention shows a lack of comprehensive approaches. Several European 
policies are related to specific risks: the water policy has to deal with floods, nature and biodiversity policy 
with forest fires, while industry policy with chemical accidents. Other European services and instruments 
contribute to risk management within the research and innovation policy, the regional development policy, 
the climate change action. This led to some terminology issues, being some terms differently defined in 
different contexts. 

In order to give a comprehensive framework to these initiatives, a discussion about a common European 
strategy for disaster prevention was initiated in 2009 with the EC Prevention Communication (COM(2009) 
82 final).  

Concerning terminology issues, it was found out that even the term risk prevention can be questioned as risks 
can only be reduced or mitigated, and not entirely avoided. Most accepted terms are “risk reduction” and 
“risk management”, assuming the first as the policy objective, and the second as the set of tools and 
mechanisms to achieve such objective (UN-ISDR). However in many European and national documents, the 
term risk prevention is commonly used referring either to risk reduction or risk management. 

Prevention is a national matter. However, given the complexity of the international context, deliverable 1.1 
deepens the European and International policy framework and uses only the Italian case as an example of 
national implementation (with the contribution of AAWA).  

On the basis of Deliverable 1.1 and the Italian case example, CORILA has developed another report from 
month 7 to month 12 (Deliverable 1.5 “Risk prevention policy framework in the considered case studies”) 
where the national and local analysis (as well as transnational issues) related to the case studies are 
better explained and presented.  

Deliverable 1.5 reviews the legislative, policy and institutional framework in the KULTURisk case studies 
concerning water management, flood prevention and risk governance issues. It identifies for each case study 
the competent authorities for water management and flood protection and the relevant stakeholders of each 
catchment. Trans-boundary issues are also taken into consideration for the two international river basins 
considered in KULTURisk. 

As noted in the aforementioned report, provisions for water management and flood prevention are normally 
part of National Environmental Laws and are generally contained in national Water Acts/Laws. These laws 
identify basins and sub-basins, setup competent authorities, delegate legislative and management powers to 
regional/local authorities, oversee hydro-geological analysis and flood management plans for each basin, 
according to the central/federal structure of the State. A number of countries have also tried to incorporate 
Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) at different levels of government and the responsibility for DRR is quite 
often passed on to local government departments. The centralization/decentralization of competencies and 
responsibilities depends on the central/federal structure of the government.  

Generally, in the field of disaster risk, forecast and prevention activities are taken also by the National Civil 
Protection systems, which are regulated differently by the Member States. National Civil Protection 
regulations may contain specific provisions related to disaster risk prevention (such as prevention planning, 
forecast, alert systems, etc.) at different administrative levels, or they may just give provisions related to 
emergency and recovery actions.  
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In the two trans-boundary river basins considered in KULTURisk, coordination activities among basin 
authorities and local/regional administration are already present. For the Danube river basin the coordination 
took the form of a Convention among interested countries and the EU which has been added to several 
bilateral agreements.  

The national and local legislative frameworks have been provided by project’s partners (CORILA, WSL, 
IHE, AAWA, UniLj) or retrieved by CORILA from institutional websites and documents. The review shows 
that national legislations on floods prevention and water management were already in place when the Water 
Framework and the Floods Directives were approved, nonetheless all the European Member States have 
transposed (sometimes with relevant delays) and implemented the European laws. Even countries which are 
not part of the European Union have formed their laws on the basis of the Floods Directive (i.e. Switzerland, 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Serbia). 

WT1.2 Development of a methodology for evaluating the benefits of risk prevention 

In the first 18 months of the project, activities were mainly related to literature reviews and setting up the 
strategies for subsequent methodological developments. 

Accordingly, a review was conducted on existing risk assessment and management methodologies to 
address natural hazards, with a specific focus on water-related hazards. The review allowed to better 
understand what potential knowledge-base is already at hand and what major techniques may be viable 
working methodologies of risk assessment and management.  

Focusing on the scientific literature, this study underlined that in recent years there has been a large 
production of scientific publications addressing risk assessment and management methodologies for natural 
hazards, thus confirming a remarkable interest in this field of work, mainly because of the increasing 
fatalities and economic losses associated to natural hazards. 

By examining the current methods for risk assessment, we found out that most of papers addressing are 
based on the following two conceptual frameworks: i) the integration of flood hazard and vulnerability, and 
ii) the integration of the expected damage with the probability of the hazardous event. Accordingly, the 
proposed methodologies are usually structured on three steps: hazard, vulnerability and risk assessment, 
requiring the integration of different risk dimensions (i.e. social, economic and environmental) through 
different approaches, such as multi-criteria analysis. Some of them present a higher level of completeness 
being applicable to different spatial scales (e.g. local and regional) or addressing a wider spectrum of target 
(i.e. population, buildings and environment).  

Likewise, the risk assessment methodologies for landslide, avalanche, storms, tsunami and volcano propose 
above all a conceptual framework based on the integration of hazard and vulnerability, in some cases 
including also the exposure concept. Accordingly, the performed steps are hazard, vulnerability, exposure 
(when included) and risk assessment, where the integration of different information is carried out mainly by 
applying mathematical approaches such as matrixes or normalization functions. Moreover, in most of the 
presented methodologies (addressing both floods and other hazards) a spatial approach is adopted, 
implemented using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and supporting resulted communication by 
providing end users with easily understandable hazard, vulnerability, exposure and risk maps.  

The analysis of the whole set of methodologies highlighted several key points, but, in our opinion, most 
papers are characterized by at least one noteworthy weakness. For example, in some cases the stakeholders 
or experts involvement is limited or even missing. In other instances, the assessed risk does not comprehend 
all the relevant dimensions (e.g. impacts on population are not considered). Therefore, the analyzed 
methodologies represent a good starting point for future developments in risk assessment for natural hazards, 
offering room for improving both the natural science aspects (e.g. models) and the socio-economic aspects 
(e.g. public participation) and their integration through innovative spatial and mathematical approaches. 

Moving to the analysis of the existing risk management methodologies, the reviewed papers focused on 
floods and landslides. The results were characterized by similar approaches for supporting the selection of 
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the most suitable management measures (e.g. cost-effectiveness or cost-benefits analysis) and for 
participation of stakeholders (e.g. public participation through workshop). Moreover, according to the hazard 
of concern, they present a large number of different management solutions to reduce or prevent possible 
risks: both structural (e.g. the green rivers or engineering solutions) and non-structural (e.g. improving the 
public education to risk management concept), taking into account the sustainability concept (e.g. by 
reducing as much as possible new walls and dikes building) and the climate change issue (e.g. sea level rise). 

Finally, the main identified weakness regarding public participation is that stakeholders and experts are often 
only directly involved in the participation process in the final step (i.e. the selection of management 
measures) rather than contributing to the whole decision-based process (from data analysis to interpretation). 
Thus, in this case, there are opportunities for further improvements through a better implementation of 
public, stakeholder and expert participation. 

Lastly, the analysis looked at the relevant role assigned to climate change in terms of assessing and 
managing water-related hazards; all authors that have explicitly mentioned that it asserts that the frequency 
and the magnitude of natural disasters will significantly increase in the coming future – especially in the case 
of flood events. Hence, this is a significant finding that should be taken into account in assessing the natural 
hazard risks and in developing appropriate management measures.  

To conclude, according to the main findings of this review, the development of a Regional Risk Assessment 
(RRA)-based methodology proposed within the KULTURisk project and in particular WT1.2, results present 
the most up-to-date developments in this field of research. More specifically, by adopting a spatial approach, 
by integrating different aspects of the problem at hand (including a socio-economic outlook) through multi-
criteria analysis methods, and by explicitly including public participation through risk perception evaluation 
(WT1.3). The KULTURisk methodology will allow bridging of the main gaps and supporting the selection 
of the most suitable management measures in the selected case studies (WT2.4, 3.4 and 4.4). 

Another study within WP1 dealt with economic costing methodologies. The main results highlighted that 
the concept of total cost is much more ambitious than what has been traditionally provided in assessment 
exercises, because it aims at describing the total burden imposed by a disaster to the coupled socio-
environmental system. The full impact of a disaster includes costs (and benefits) that are difficult to identify 
and quantify. They comprise all direct, indirect, tangible and intangible costs and benefits. Given the 
significant limitations concerning the monetisation of intangible costs, a cost-effectiveness approach is more 
appropriate for a comprehensive assessment of risk prevention measures. 

Finally, the KULTURisk methodological framework (KR-FWK) was developed and discussed among 
the project partners. The KR-FWK is intended to become an interface providing a common ground for 
team working across diverse disciplines. In particular, the KULTURisk project provides an opportunity for 
combining the environmental risk assessment expertise - coming from the environmental sciences - with 
the social costs and benefits valuation expertise - coming from environmental economics. 

The proposed KR-FWK is designed to provide:  

1. an operational basis for multidisciplinary integration;  
2. a flexible reference to deal with heterogeneous case studies and potentially various types of hazards; 
3. a means to support the assessment of alternative risk prevention measures including consideration of 

social and cultural dimensions.  
Given the ambition to deal with heterogeneous issues and application contexts, the proposed framework is 
necessarily generic and rather complex. Practical applications can develop upon simpler conceptual models 
such as the one reported in Figure 1 and expand the nodes according to the specific objectives and conditions 
(e.g. data availability) of each implementation. 



 

KR-FWK extended version with indicators of possible metrics for the quantification of nodes 

WT1.3 Evolution of risk perception 

Initial reporting of WT1.3 began with the project’s Description of Work (DoW) outline; a number of 
discussions involving the partners (i.e. CORILA-DAIS, KCL, WSL and UNESCO-IHE) were conducted in 
order to better define the DoW contents and objective tasks (via Skype call, emails, etc.). As a result, an 
overriding agreement was reached on the following points: 

• Risk perception and communication activities would be carried out in two of the three KULTURisk 
workshops; first, on early warning systems (in Stresa, Italy on 12th-13th April 2011) and, second on 
structural and non-structural measures applied in the Vipacco case study (Gorizia, Italy on 24th May 
2012). The third workshop will not include any risk perception activities and will focus solely on 
methodology validation and generalization (WP6) topics. 

• Since the first and second workshops target different prevention measures and involved different 
stakeholder groups, these two cases will also not compare the development of risk perception (i.e. will 
not contribute to evaluate the evolution of risk perception in case studies). 

 
Based on this co-collaboration the strategy to be adopted within the KULTURisk project context to evaluate 
risk perception was defined (D1.3, month 6). Specifically, based on a literature review of existing 
methodologies for the evaluation of risk perception, a proposal on how to address such issues within a 
KULTURisk context and how to integrate them into a framework of risk assessment was delineated. 
The literature review has been conducted to have an overview of the existing methodologies to evaluate risk 
perception from a qualitative and quantitative stance. One of the points that emerged from this review is that 
risk as perceived by laypersons is much more complex than the risk that is calculated by experts. While 
experts refer to more ‘quantitative’ and formal criteria – such as the probability and the expected damage of 
a certain event – laypersons are said to also rely on more qualitative dimensions. Even if this principal 
difference exists between experts and laypersons, risk judgments of different persons need to be taken into 
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consideration and related within different social contexts. These contexts include different social roles and 
role expectations.  
 
Another point that resulted from the literature review is that there is a large number of research efforts that 
assesses the factors that influence risk perception such as the immediacy of an adverse effect, choice 
availability and knowledge, familiarity and control of hazardous events. One of the main outcomes of these 
and other studies is the identification of differences in risk perception, not only between experts and 
laypersons, but also of a strong inter-individual variation within risk perception. Thus, the risk concept can 
be described as a multi-dimensional construct within psychological and social science risk research and has 
been revealed as a very complex field of work. The integration of risk perception in the framework of risk 
assessment is carried out through a more quantitative analysis of risk perception and mitigation strategies, 
which aims at giving a numerical value to the cited risk perception dimensions and factors. In fact, this 
approach allows a more straightforward comparison of the alternative options for risk mitigation and their 
associated benefits and costs, not only from an economic point, but from an expanded view of risk 
dimensions, which includes environmental, social and cultural aspects. 
 
Nevertheless, it was concluded that there are only a few researchers that are conducting quantified risk 
perception studies. From this group of researchers, one of their objectives is to consider how different risk 
perception dimensions influence the preferences of stakeholders in the context of preference ranking in risk 
mitigation scenarios. These studies have been implemented to take into account the psychological aspects in 
decision making processes and integrate them into the framework of risk assessment and decision making at 
large. Moreover, a number of studies have been found to evaluate different scenarios of risk mitigation based 
on risk perception in which the economic damage is considered as the most important factor. This well-
known influence of economic damage on risk evaluation and perception is considered by researchers that 
evaluate methods based on acceptable and collective risk – for example within the approach of the aversion 
function and acceptance line. More importantly, in these purely economically-based approaches, relevant 
aspects for individual risk perception, such as socio-psychological risk dimensions, are not taken into 
consideration, leaving the decision of land management and risk reduction measures in the hands of policy 
makers and experts. Actually, as mentioned, the involvement of local stakeholders is an aspect that only a 
few risk assessment strategies include in their frameworks.  
 
The literature review has showed that three alternative strategies can be implemented to quantify risk 
perception and include it into the framework of risk assessment. The first strategy is the ex-ante evaluation of 
risk perception, characterized by a priori setting of acceptability thresholds before risk communication. This 
approach aims at making a first assessment of the degree of perceived risk and derives a threshold of risk 
acceptability. This threshold could be set via a triple bottom line technique, using a selection of 
environmental, social and economic indicators that will be used to identify the alternative option that 
satisfies the preferences of most stakeholders in risk prevention. The second strategy that could be 
implemented is the post-communication evaluation of risk perception, aimed at collecting stakeholders’ 
preferences for different scenarios after communicating to them the benefits and costs related with the 
business as usual scenario (in which no prevention measures are implemented) and the alternative scenarios 
(in which risk-mitigation strategies are implemented). The third strategy is the combined pre-post 
communication approach, which would aim to assess the dynamics of risk perception throughout the process 
of risk communication and discussion. The expected output of this approach is the identification of the best 
risk mitigation strategy (i.e. that minimizes the risk and maximizes the benefit of land use), as the outcome of 
stakeholder’s preferences, after achieving a shared understanding of the whole complexity of risk mitigation 
process.  

 
From month 6 to 18 these strategies have been tested to different extents on a few case studies. 
Specifically,  
(i) a pre-post communication evaluation of risk perception was conducted in Zurich (WSL); 



(ii) a pre-post communication evaluation of property owners’ risk perception and risk acceptance was 
conducted in Zurich (WSL). 

 
 
The main results of these two activities are reported below. 
 

a) Measuring the change of risk perception during a participatory process of flood prevention 
strategy planning in Zurich. 
 

The main goal of this activity was to find out to which extent actors’ risk perception and their perception of 
risk prevention alternatives changed during a participatory assessment process on flood prevention 
alternatives.  

The participatory process started in April 2011, included a kick-off meeting, two workshops and a synthesis 
meeting and ended in December 2011. During the participatory process, the involved (mainly governmental) 
actors (N=35) discussed and assessed three basic prevention alternatives (discharge tunnel, artificial lake 
retention and extension of the discharge capacity) and in total 35 sub-alternatives and finally agreed on two 
combined solutions that will be further developed in a political process.  

The evaluation of this participatory planning process involved the observation of the process and a 
standardised repeated measurement of the participants’ attitudes and assessments. This procedure also served 
to evaluate the quality and effects of the communication process and is therefore also described in WP5. The 
questionnaire developed for the repeated measurement included in terms of WP1, task 1.3 questions on 
participants’ perception of the flood risk in Zürich, their multi-criteria assessment of the prevention 
alternatives, their trust in the responsible authorities, their risk acceptance and their perceived consensus. A 
first questionnaire was sent to the participants after the kick-off meeting and the second questionnaire was 
distributed to the participants after the synthesis meeting. The return rate of both surveys was around 60%.  

The analysis revealed that participants’ flood risk perception did not change considerably. We, however, 
found a significant decrease of risk acceptance during the participatory process (see Fig. 2). A direct 
comparison of the multi-criteria assessment of the prevention alternatives was not possible, as the discussed 
alternatives were modified and further developed during the process. But we could measure a systematic 
increase of the participants’ consensus in terms of the preferred alternatives (among the participants and 
between the participants and the project leader). Interestingly, the participants reported at the same time a 
decrease of the consensus between themselves and the members of their institutions in terms of the preferred 
prevention alternatives.  

 

Participants acceptance of risks before (T1) and after the participatory assessment process (T2). Scale: 1 = 
completely disagree; 5 = completely agree. 
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b) Measuring the change of property owners’ risk perception and risk acceptance through an 
information campaign 

The goal of this activity was to find out to which degree written information can contribute to a change of 
risk perception and risk acceptance among property owners with land in the hazard zone. Other factors that 
influence property owners’ risk perception and risk acceptance were also identified.  

The instance of this activity was an information campaign in the city of Zürich that was launched in the last 
days of October 2011. In this campaign all property owners with land in the hazard zone (about 11,000 
addresses) were sent three written documents: a brochure on flood risk, a newsletter on the flood risk 
situation in Zürich and an information sheet on the legal implications of the hazard map of Zürich. 
Furthermore they were encouraged in a cover letter to visit the online hazard map of Zürich.  

To evaluate this information campaign and measure further aspects of property owners risk perception, we 
developed a standardised questionnaire in cooperation with the responsible authorities of the city. We sent 
this questionnaire at the end of February 2012 to a random sample of 1,450 affected property owners. The 
questionnaire comprised 35 questions focusing on respondents’ attendance and assessed quality of the 
information campaign, respondents’ perceived flood risk, perceived and real risk knowledge, intention to 
implement prevention measures, risk acceptance and respondents’ sense of responsibility for risk prevention. 
The response rate achieved (35%) was satisfactory. 

The data were analysed in terms of the effectiveness of the risk information campaign that was relevant for 
WP5. We also analysed the data in terms of influence factors of property owners’ risk perception and risk 
acceptance. The analysis revealed that property owners’ awareness of the flood risk in Zürich was noticeably 
low. We furthermore found that the level of attendance in the information campaign had a limited, but 
significant influence on property owners’ risk awareness and their risk acceptance. The analysis of further 
influence factors on property owners’ risk awareness revealed the personal relevance of the topic, personal 
experiences and also the age (negative) to be relevant predictors. A main influence factor for property 
owners’ risk acceptance appeared to be the perceived responsibility. Persons who attributed the main 
responsibility for risk prevention to the authorities tended to accept less risk.  

 

Affected property owners’ assessment of the flood risk in Zürich (N=400).  This assessment is noticeably low 
as compared to the experts’ assessment:  A HQ100 is expected to produce very high damages in the city of 

Zürich. 

 
 
 
Moreover, additional ongoing activities regard: 
(iii) an analysis of 25 years of press coverage of flooding in the UK (KCL) and a comparative analysis of 
risk perceptions in UK, Netherlands, and Switzerland (KCL, WSL, IHE); 
(iv) risk perception-related activities in the Ubaye valley (IHE). 
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The main results of these two activities are reported below. 
 
 

c) Analysis of 25 years of press coverage of flooding in the UK (KCL) and comparative analysis 
of risk perceptions in UK, Netherlands, and Switzerland (KCL, WSL, IHE) 
 

Analysis of 25 years of media coverage in UK broadsheet newspapers provides good evidence for major 
shifts in the perception of flooding as a problem in Britain (Escobar & Demeritt, accepted).  

 

Having assembled and coded an archive of ~2700 UK newspaper stories of more than 4500 pages, KCL is 
using this to look at perceptions of insurance as a risk spreading mechanism (WT5.3). KCL is also working 
in collaboration with IHE and WSL on comparative work that replicates the UK analysis for the Netherlands 
and Switzerland and explores similarities and differences in the perception of flood risk and of policies for 
dealing with them. In the Netherlands, for example, there is no trend in the volume of flooding coverage as 
there is in the UK. 
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Preliminary content analysis indicates important differences, for example, in acceptable levels of flood risk 
and in viability of private insurance for spreading risk and financing damage losses. 
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d) Risk perception-related activities in the Ubaye valley (IHE) 
 
In the Ubaye valley several activities have been undertaken by the KULTURisk partners in collaboration 
with the researchers from the EU Marie Curie ITN Changes project. 
• Because the valley of Ubaye is used as case study in two EU projects, a collaborative workshop of two 

days has been organised between partners of the two projects and all stakeholders involved in the risk 
managers. This workshop took place on 20th-24th April 2012 in Barcelonnette, while other meetings 
were organised with the stakeholders at their respective offices.  

• A risk perception research in the Ubaye valley was performed in the EU marie Curie project Mountain 
Risks in September 2009 by Marjory Angignard. The results of that research were communicated orally 
in June 2010 in a workshop in Barcelonnette. They have been subject to study of a PhD thesis of 
Technical University of Dortmund (2011) and have been put in a brochure and distributed to the 
involved stakeholders and persons interested in June 2012. 

• As a follow up of the April 2012 workshop with risk managers, an in depth questionnaire has been 
developed by two researchers from the EU Marie Curie Changes project (with input of WSL) which 
focuses on risk governance and risk communication to the general public. These questionnaires are 
given to all risk managers in the Ubaye valley in the period June - July 2012. An, interview could also 
be part of the data collection. 

 
 
Based on a preliminary evaluation of the complexity of the development of each strategy proposed in D1.3 
and its applicability to the project’s case studies (e.g. data availability and possible effective involvement of 
different stakeholder groups), it is proposed to identify and include risk perception related indicators into the 
RRA-based methodology (WT1.2). Moreover, the output of the RRA-based methodology will allow a post-
communication evaluation of risk perception, aimed at collecting stakeholders’ preferences for different 
scenarios: after communicating to them the benefits and costs related to the business as usual scenario and 
the alternative scenarios. Application in case studies areas based on current data availability will be critical in 
order to fully understand how the KR FMW based on RRA (described in D1.6) can be used in assessing 
socio-economic scenarios of natural hazards with risk managers. 

2.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
WT1.1 Review of the existing EU, national and international policies in the field of prevention, taking 
into particular consideration the situation of the case studies considered 

Activities related to task 1.1 has been completed on month 12 (December 2011). 

WT1.2 Development of a methodology for evaluating the benefits of risk prevention 

On the basis of the proposed framework, the Regional Risk Assessment (RRA)-based methodology to 
evaluate the benefits of risk prevention will be developed by month 24. Subsequently, in WP2, 3 and 4 it will 
be applied to selected case studies with the support of CORILA, in order to test and refine it. On this regard, 
a choice experiment to estimate the willingness to pay for natural hazard mitigation in Zurich is foreseen 
(WSL). Moreover, for the Ubaye valley the KR-FWK will be tested to assess the socio-economic costs of 
natural hazards using the discussed scenarios: road blocking in two seasons (winter-summer) and flooding 
with the main focus on the tourist industry (IHE). 

Both the proposed methodology and the application results will be input to WT6.1 and 6.2. 

WT1.3 Evolution of risk perception 

In the next 12 months activities will be mainly focused on the identification of suitable risk perception 
related indicators to be included in the methodology developed in WT1.2 and in supporting WP2, 3 and 4 in 
the application of such indicators to selected case studies. 

Other activities will involve: 
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• conducting a detailed analysis of the survey data on property owners’ risk perception (WSL); 
• conducting a survey of residents’ risk perception in the Sihl basin (WSL); 
• conducting a survey of residents’ risk perception/evaluation of risk prevention measures in Miren 

(Savogna d’Isonzo) (UniLj). 
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3 WP2 Early warning systems and preparedness (lead: JRC) 

3.1 WP2 Objectives 
• To critically review early warning systems 
• To prepare the baseline for the implementation of the methodology developed within WP1 
• To arrange additional scenarios, where prevention measures are improved 
• To apply the methodology developed within WP1 to evaluate the risk reduction and socio-economic 

benefits 
• corresponding to the introduction of additional (or improved) prevention measures 
• To evaluate how (and if) an acceptable level of risk can be reached 
 

Tasks Partners involved Status 
WT 2.1 Critical review of early warning systems for water-
related risks 

JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
CORILA 

Finalised 

WT 2.2 Preparation of a baseline using European case studies JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
WSL, AAWA, UniLj, 
CORILA, KCL 

Finalised 

WT 2.3 Preparation of alternative scenarios using European 
case studies 

JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
CORILA, AAWA 

Ongoing 

WT 2.4 Evaluation of the benefits of risk prevention 
techniques 

JRC, ECMWF, 
CORILA 

Ongoing 

Deliverables  Status 
D 2.1 Catalogue with an assessment of existing early warning 
systems in Europe 

JRC, ECMWF, 
UNESCO-IHE 

Finalised 

D 2.2 Baseline for the application of the risk-based 
methodology 

JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
WSL 

Finalised 

D 2.3 Alternative scenarios for the application of the risk-
based methodology 

JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
CORILA, AAWA 

Ongoing 

D 2.4 Demonstration of how an acceptable level of risk can be 
reached in case studies 

JRC, ECMWF, 
CORILA 

Ongoing 

D 2.5 Summary of the existing early warning systems for 
water related hazards in Europe 

JRC, ECMWF, UniBs, 
CORILA 

Ongoing 

Milestones  Status 
Progress meeting and 1st workshop All KULTURisk 

partners 
Finalised 

Progress meeting and 2nd workshop All KULTURisk 
partners 

Finalised 

Progress meeting and 3rd workshop All KULTURisk 
partners 

Ongoing 

3.2 Main results & conclusions  
WT 2.1 and D 2.1 Critical review of early warning systems for water-related risks 

One of the most important outcomes of this work package was the critical review of operational early 
warning systems for water-related risks in Europe. This review aims to raise the awareness towards the 
increasing frequency and magnitude of natural catastrophes and, at the same time, to develop a culture of risk 
prevention through better knowledge of operational early warning systems (EWS). While a large number of 
operational EWS for water-related natural hazards exists and significant technical progress has been made so 
far, further work is required to exploit the benefits for risk reduction. Particular concern was given to systems 
which use weather prediction input data and thus can detect extreme events with considerable lead time. 
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Such systems provide useful early information which enhances population preparedness, enables damage 
reduction to assets, and improves the set-up of emergency and recovery procedures. Technical features and 
capabilities of different systems are described, together with some noteworthy examples. The main strengths 
of each system type are highlighted and suggestions are provided for developing and further improving their 
overall skills in hazard detection and the mutual coordination.  

The results of this review were published in the international journal of Environmental Science and Policy to 
make the results of this work more visible to an international audience (see Alfieri et al 2012). 

WT 2.2 and D 2.2 Preparation of a baseline using European case studies 

Danube case study: 

In the framework of KULTURisk, the Danube River basin has been set up within the European Flood Alert 
System using the hydrological model Lisflood on a 5x5 km grid. A tailored calibration of 9 model 
parameters was carried out at 112 river stations. Four different types of weather forecasts coming from 3 
weather prediction centres are tested and will serve as a baseline: (1)-The regional model COSMO-EU 
provided from the German Weather Service (DWD); (2)-The deterministic run and the Variable Resolution 
Ensemble Prediction System (VarEPS) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; 
(3)-COSMO-LEPS, the 16-member Limited-Area Ensemble Prediction System from the Consortium for 
Small-scale Modelling (COSMO). The results of the twice daily available forecasts will be displayed on the 
web interface of the European Flood Alert System and will be made available to national/regional 
hydrological services within the Danube river basin. 

The Soca-Isonzo case study: 

The Soča-Isonzo watershed, and in particular the Vipacco/Vipava River are trans-national basins, with 
relatively recent experience in data sharing and communication. Strong importance was given to 
bibliographic investigations concerning the catchments and mostly to in-situ surveys. Remarkable 
particularities of the Vipacco River were directly observed, paying attention to the signal of the past floods 
and communicating to various stakeholders. The ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System will be used as 
meteorological forcing of the early warning system in this case study. The hydrological model used is 
characterised by a hydrologic unit, a hydrodynamic module and an assimilation module to collect the 
hydrometric observation. The structure of the flood forecasting system, presented in several publications and 
conference presentations, was applied to two catchments in South-East Asia with a flood forecasting chain 
similar to the one to be implemented in this case. 

Furthermore, the “Alto adriatico Modello Idrologico e idrauliCO” (AMICO) has been developed, within this 
project for the Vipacco trans-boundary river basin. This platform consists of a geo-Oracle database, 
containing all necessary data, parameters, geometries and GIS themes. A planning function supervises the 
automatic launching of model chain, taking data from the database and providing them as input to the 
models, which are executed in cascade. AMICO processes climate data and provides an automatic parameter 
optimization. A section, designed specifically for the purpose of a communication tool, allows displaying the 
results. This platform will also be used for the evaluation of the benefits of risk prevention techniques. 

The MAP D-Phase case study – the Sihl River 

The Sihl River flows through Zurich, Switzerland’s most populated city, for which it represents the largest 
flood threat. Immediate flood protection measures such as the establishment of an early warning system and 
the improving of the emergency planning were initiated as well as the project “planning the long-term flood 
prevention of the Sihl”. In this project three basic approaches for solving the flood prevention of the Sihl 
River were assessed: a discharge tunnel into the Zurich Lake, an extension of the discharge capacity of the 
Sihl channel in Zurich or retention measures mainly through the lowering of the Sihl barrier lake. To 
anticipate extreme discharge events and provide decision support in case of flood risk, a hydro-
meteorological ensemble prediction system (HEPS) was launched. This model chain relies on limited area 
atmospheric forecasts provided by the deterministic model COSMO-7 and the probabilistic model COSMO-
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LEPS. These atmospheric forecasts are used to force a semi-distributed hydrological model (PREVAH), 
coupled to a hydraulic model (FLORIS). The resulting hydrological forecasts are eventually communicated 
to the stakeholders involved in the Sihl discharge management. This fully operational setting provides a real 
framework with which to compare the potential of deterministic and probabilistic discharge forecasts for 
flood mitigation. In collaboration with the project leader of the long-term flood prevention project of the 
Sihl, the WSL team of KULTURisk developed a research design to evaluate and monitor the participatory 
assessment process. The goal of this evaluation study was to explore the effect of an innovative participatory 
assessment process in terms of a consensus building on the suggested solutions as well as of trust building. 
The research design included a repeated measurement of the participants’ attitudes using a standardised 
questionnaire and the documentation of the participatory process. 

Other main results 

Milestone 1 - Progress meeting and 1st workshop: The JRC was responsible for organizing the first project 
workshop, which was organized jointly with the Annual meeting of the European Flood Awareness System 
(EFAS). The meeting was split into two days – the first day was dedicated to EFAS where, amongst other 
issues, the KULTURisk partners could get to know in detail this specific pan-European flood early warning 
system. The second day was dedicated to the presentation of the KULTURisk project to the more than 30 
national hydrological and civil protection services that form part of the EFAS members and to discuss issues 
related to risk communication especially with regard to early warning systems. The aim of the two days was 
to foster exchange of information on flood forecasting but also from cross-cutting disciplines such as flash 
floods, landslides, coastal floods, weather forecasts, civil protection and others. 

An interactive exercise was conducted during the meeting, focused on the communication of the probabilistic 
flood forecasts generated by Hydrological Ensemble Prediction Systems (HEPS). The experiment involved 
57 participants drawn from 15 different European countries and working in 32 institutions, largely national 
hydro-meteorological services as well as some participants from universities and research institutes. Findings 
were analyzed in collaboration with JRC, ECMWF, KCL and other co-authors and published in the 
international peer reviewed journal Hydrological Processes, (see Pappenberger at al 2012) 

3.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
WT 2.3 Preparation of alternative scenarios using European case studies 

Alternative scenarios for the Soca-Isonzo and the Danube case studies will be developed.  More specifically, 
parts of the flood forecasting chain developed by UniBs, will be incorporated into the AMICO platform, 
developed by AAWA.  The use of surface meteorological and hydrometric data in real time from both the 
Slovenian and Italian monitoring network will be applied in the flood forecasting chain during the second 
stage, in the implementation of the advanced methodologies. Non trivial issues of trans-national, multi-
technology data communication and exchange will need to be solved. Indeed, one of the central points of this 
part of the project will be to make the outputs for the end users (regardless of nationality) as much clear and 
understandable as possible. The definition of warning thresholds and the communication of these levels to 
the end users will be performed considering and improving the previous experience of the MAP-D PHASE 
2007 experiment. For the Danube case study additional scenarios as the ones outlined in the baselines will be 
prepared by considering additional prevention measures (e.g., longer forecast lead-times, improved risk 
communication).  Results of the first KULTURisk workshop related to best practice in uncertainty 
communication will be considered in these scenarios. Furthermore, the development will also be governed 
by the outcome of the study “Roadmap for a future medium range probabilistic flood forecasting system” to 
include end-user engagement conducted by ECMWF. 

WT 2.4 Evaluation of the benefits of risk prevention techniques 

The information needed for the Danube and Soca-Isonzo case studies (both baseline and alternative 
scenarios) for the implementation of the methodology developed within WP1 will be analysed. The benefits 
of risk prevention techniques (here: flood forecasting systems) will be demonstrated for those case studies 
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based on the available data.  In the Danube case study newly derived, river basin-wide flood hazard maps 
will be combined with flood forecast to provide a rapid risk-assessment based on the early warning system.
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4  WP3 Non structural prevention measures (lead: UniBs) 

4.1 WP3 Objectives 
• To critically review different (static) non-structural prevention measures for water-related hazards, 

such as risk mapping, land-use planning, and risk transfer (insurance practices). 
• To prepare the baseline for the implementation of the methodology developed within WP1. 
• To arrange additional scenarios, where prevention measures are improved. 
• To apply to methodology developed within WP1 to evaluate the risk reduction and socio-economic 

benefit corresponding to the introduction of additional (or improved) prevention measures. 
• To evaluate how (and if) an acceptable level of risk can be reached. 
 

Tasks Partners involved Status 
WT 3.1 Critical review of non-structural measures for water-
related risks 
 

UniBs, AAWA, Willis, 
UniBristol, IHE, UniLj  

Finalised 

WT 3.2 Preparation of a baseline using European case studies 
 

UniBs, IHE, UniLj, 
AAWA, UniBristol, 
KCL, CORILA 

Finalised 

WT 3.3 Preparation of alternative scenarios using European 
case studies 
   

UniBs, IHE, UniLj, 
AAWA, UniBristol, 
CORILA, Willis 

Ongoing 

Deliverables  Status 
D 3.1 Report of non-structural measures (mapping, planning 
and risk transfer) 

UniBs, AAWA, Willis, 
UniBristol, IHE, UniLj  

Finalised 

D 3.2  Baseline for the application of the risk-based 
methodology developed  by WP1 
 

UniBs, IHE, UniLj, 
AAWA, UniBristol 

Finalised 

D 3.3 Alternative scenarios for the application of the risk-
based methodology developed by WP1 
 

UniBs, IHE, UniLj, 
AAWA, UniBristol, 
CORILA, Willis 

Ongoing 

Milestones  Status 
MS3 Progress meeting and 1st workshop All KULTURisk 

partners 
Finalised 

MS5 Progress meeting and 2nd workshop All KULTURisk 
partners 

Finalised 

4.2 Main results & conclusions  
 
One of the main results of the first task was the development of a critical review of the most used hazard 
mapping criteria for flooding and debris flow; in this field, both methodologies and regulations have been 
reviewed. The comparison between different criteria has pointed out the opportunity of introducing a 
physically based methodology to distinguish different hazard levels, as resulting in the latest development of 
hydrological and hydraulic models used for flood mapping and debris-flow hazards.  

Deterministic and probabilistic approaches have been shown and applied with reference to the KULTURisk 
case studies and with regards to different sources of uncertainties (hydrological, hydraulic, geotechnical, 
etc...). Moreover, the coupling of numerical modelling and remote sensing techniques is one of the most 
important research fields of hazard mapping. The methodology and criteria of 2D probabilistic flood 
mapping was shown to the stakeholders of the Barcelonnette case study, and they were interested and 
appreciative of the approach. 



In the field of risk management through non-structural methods, the problem of conflicts in decision making 
based on the use of different risk mapping criteria has been discussed. A critical review of the current risk 
transfer processes and practices across Europe has been provided. An essential development is the synthesis 
of insurance-related information and community/governmental assessments of risk transfer mechanisms. 

In the following the contribution of each Partner to WT 3.1 and 3.2 will be presented in order to show in 
more detail the respective contribution. 
 
The UNESCO-IHE research team focused on the Barcelonnette case study. First of all, it should be 
mentioned that the French system provides legal framework for disaster mitigation and response. The figure 
below shows the Ubaye river at Barcelonnette and the Flood Risk Prevention plan ('Plan de Prévention Des 
Risques', PPR, 2006). In the red zone the urban development is restricted because of flood or landslide 
hazard, in the blue zone it requires strict regulations, while in the white zone it is permitted.  
 

 
Plan de Prévention Des Risques', PPR in Barcelonnette (France) 

 
The UNESCO-IHE research team developed deterministic and probabilistic flood maps in the Barcelonnette 
case study, in close cooperation with the involved stakeholders, using hydraulic computer models 
(LISFLOOD-FP). The literature review has shown the need to approach the modelling exercise within a 
stakeholder driven approach, to improve the usefulness of the study, increase the credibility of the output and 
improve the communication of the model outcomes to the decision makers. Consequently, as an addition to 
the literature review and to the study of past events, in close cooperation with the involved stakeholders, field 
visits and preliminary presentations of the study were made. The consultations are still being made to 
improve and validate the modelling approach. In connection with the above, it should be mentioned that the 
RTM office in Barcelonnette and Digne-les-Bains have been very cooperative on the submission of requisite 
information for model setup and evaluation of model results. 
 
The deterministic flood inundation map of the 1957 event was derived by using a reconstructed 1957 flow 
hydrograph as upstream boundary condition. This map clearly shows flooded (wet) and dry areas. However, 
such a map is only spuriously precise in view of the many sources of uncertainty affecting the modelling 
exercise (input data, calibration data, parameters, model structure). A probabilistic flood inundation map of 
the 1957 event was derived by using an ensemble of hydrographs. This ensemble was built by considering 
the uncertainty in the estimation of the 1957 flow hydrograph. This map shows the percentage of time in 
which each pixel is inundated in the ensemble simulation, which reflects our degree of belief that each pixel 
would be inundated in case of occurrence of a flood event of the same magnitude as the 1957 event 
(approximate return period of 100 years and value of 420-480 m3/s). 
 
Furthermore, literature review search yielded a 1963 PhD thesis (Lecarpentier, 1963) which was a 
reconstruction of the 1957 flood event based on deposited sediment. This information was used to evaluate 
the model performance. 
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Deterministic and probabilistic flood mapping of the River Ubaye in Barcelonnette (France) 

 

 
Evaluation of flood inundation models 

 
In the first part of WP3, the University of Brescia has investigated the recent development of hydrological 
and hydraulic models used for mapping flooding and debris-flow hazards and the different criteria for water 
related hazard mapping. 

Then, a comparison between the deterministic and probabilistic methodologies to map water-related risk was 
provided. A probabilistic framework is preferred over a deterministic one, based on a defined flood and 
flooding scenario. In the literature the use of probabilistic methods for mapping the flood hazard is 
increasing due to the high complexity and uncertainty of the physical phenomena. 

For this reason different sources of uncertainty, as (a) the “hydrological uncertainty” of the design flood 
hydrograph, (b) the “climatic uncertainty” of future climate scenario, (c) the “hydraulic uncertainty” of the 
river geometry and roughness and also (d) the “geotechnical uncertainty” on the levee system safety, should 
be considered. 
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Different sources of uncertainty in flooding hazard mapping (left) and an example of fragility curve (right) 

(Sources: Mazzoleni et al., 2012; Ranzi et al., 2012) 

Among the previous sources of uncertainty the “geotechnical uncertainty”, related to the safety level of the 
embankment itself, to the risk of piping, erosion, global stability, play a major role in determining actual 
flooded areas and received minor attention by research in flood hazard mapping so far. It is difficult to 
predict the position where levee breaches can occur and their size. The lack of a proper assessment of a 
levees failure probability can lead to a systematic underestimation of flood hazard and the consequent flood 
risk mapping.  

 

 
Flooding hazard mapping in absence (left) and presence (right) of obstacles in the flood prone area (Source: 

Mazzoleni et al., 2012) 

 
For these reasons an innovative probabilistic levee breach model was implemented in order to assess 
different failure scenarios taking into account the uncertainty related to the position of the critical levee 
sections and breach size (Mazzoleni et al., 2012; Ranzi et al., 2012).  

The comparison between different debris flow hazard mapping criteria lead us to consider the opportunity of 
introducing a physically based methodology to distinguish different hazard levels (Milanesi & Pilotti, 2012); 
in particular the hazard levels definition, both for debris flow and fluvial flooding, can be usefully done 
considering at the same time the drowning water depth and the stability of a person that can be assessed 
through the hydraulic force of the flow. 

 
In order to prepare the baseline for the implementation of the methodology developed within WP1, the 
model of Vipava River (part of the Soca-Isonzo river basin) was developed by HBV software. Hydrological 
and meteorological data are collected and the model is calibrated by daily data. 
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Model of the Vipava River basin with sub-watersheds 

  

Gauging stations Meteorological stations 

Measurements on the Vipava River watershed 

Hidrogram (Vipava I) - po umerjanju
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The team of CORILA also contributed to Task 3.2 in the preparation of a baseline using European case 
studies and Task 3.3 Preparation of alternative scenarios using European case studies. The contributed to the 
identification of the information needed on case studies (both baseline and alternative scenarios) for the 
implementation of the methodology developed within WP1.  

Moreover, drawing on policy document analysis, official statistics, and analysis of 66 key informant 
interviews, Porter & Demeritt (2012) explored the institutional conflicts over the use of the Environment 
Agency (EA) Flood Map to support decision-making by English Local Planning Authorities (LPAs). The 
paper highlighted the importance of governance arrangements and the tensions arising from the different 
missions of those involved in using flood risk maps. Whereas LPAs have a broad remit to promote 
sustainable development and economic growth, the EA is focused narrowly on flood risk and to that end has 
tried to use the maps as tools to police the behaviour of democratically elected LPAs with both a democratic 
mandate and a wider range of statutory obligations beyond simply flooding.  The design of flood risk maps 
must be cognizant of these different users and the purposes to which maps can be put in governing flood risk. 

The AAWA provided criteria adopted for hydraulic and geological hazard classification in Eastern Alps 
hydrographical District and developed an integrated model capable of reproducing the processes of snow 
accumulation and the processes of evapotranspiration and runoff production and propagation for the 
hydrological response evaluation of the Vipacco (Isonzo) catchment. The processes of snow accumulation 
and melt are modelled by implementing an adaptation of the UEB - Utah Energy Balance Model – adopting 
a distributed scale, while the processes of runoff generation are summarised according to a lumped and 
physically based conceptual approach, taking into account the vegetation cover, the soil texture and its slope. 
For the surface runoff a geomorphoclimatic approach was adopted, i.e. the surface runoff characteristic 
velocity is dependent on meteorological event entity, and therefore on the intensity of precipitation. AAWA 
with UNIBS is developing a particular tool to calculate the karstic contribute to river discharges. 

AAWA also implemented a 2D hydrodynamic propagation in Vipacco river network that will be used for the 
evaluation of the benefits of risk prevention techniques in Vipacco case study. 
In order to evaluate the “geotechnical uncertainty” in flood hazard mapping, AAWA provided to UNIBs an 
historical breach analysis for Tagliamento River (North-Eastern Italy), where the downstream area of the 
river basin is heavily urbanised and hosts important industrial settlements. 

In WP3, the University of Bristol has continued to undertake fundamental research into the effectiveness of 
non-structural measures for flood hazard mitigation (see Kuiry et al., 2010; Pretinzini et al., 2011; Di 
Baldassarre et al., 2011; Kory et al., 2011; Fewtrell et al., 2011a and b; Neal et al., 2011 and Schumann et 
al., 2011). This work was then used to inform the review of the effectiveness of non-structural measures 
which formed KULTURisk Deliverable 3.1. A key development here has been the further development and 
testing of a new numerical model for flood hazard mapping: LISFLOOD-FP (see especially Neal et al., 2011 
and Fewtrell et al., 2011a). Such models form the basis of all flood risk mapping, flood warning and flood 
insurance, and hence provide the critical underpinning for the main categories of non-structural risk 
prevention methods. Neal et al. (2011) in particular demonstrate how the new hyper-efficient LISFLOOD-FP 
flood mapping algorithm can now produce whole city estimates of flood hazard at the native resolution of 
airborne LiDAR data (1-5m horizontal resolution).  



A B

Simulation results from Neal et al. (2011) for the summer 2007 flooding in Tewkesbury, UK showing: (a) 
aerial photo image of flooding and (b) whole city model simulation at 2m spatial resolution. 

This numerical method was then used in conjunction with a stochastic flood event generator to estimate the 
probability of inundation and uncertainty in the 1 in 100 year flood outline at the Carlise case study site 
(Neal et al., submitted). 

Furthermore, Fewtrell et al. (2011a) have demonstrated that over limited areas (a few hectares) the model is 
also capable of taking advantage of the data from new vehicle-mounted terrestrial laser scanning systems 
which are capable of producing Digital Elevation Model data down to 10cm resolution. 

 

 
10 cm resolution hydraulic model developed by Fewtrell et al. (2011a) using terrestrial LiDAR data. 

 

Other work by University of Bristol in WP3 has focussed on preparation of baseline and alternative scenarios 
for the UK case study sites (see Horritt et al., 2011 and Smith et al., 2012).  Baseline scenarios, comprising 
airborne LiDAR data, digital map data, flood event observations, calibrated numerical models, and baseline 
risk maps, are fully complete, whilst work is ongoing on developing alternative scenarios using the above 
data sources. 
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Comparison of observed and predicted flooding for the Somerset coast test case (after Smith et al., 2012) 

For WP3, a critical review of the current risk transfer processes and practices used across Europe to mitigate 
the effects of floods was performed. The review highlighted the significant variability in the availability, 
structure and coverage of insurance and risk transfer policies in European countries. This work further 
highlighted the wide range of estimates concerning the penetration of flood insurance in communities. A key 
development is the synthesis of insurance-related information and community/governmental assessments of 
flood insurance and other risk transfer mechanisms.  

 

Flood insurance market penetration in Europe 

4.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
A fraction of the activities foreseen for next period will be focused on improving the case study scenarios 
that will be the input for the application of KR-FWK provided in WP1. Each partner will focus on its 
reference case study with the common goal of demonstrating, through the application of the methodology 
developed within WP1, the benefits of non-structural prevention methods and how an acceptable level of risk 
can be reached.  
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In particular the preparation of alternative case study scenarios will concentrate on probabilistic hazard maps 
of the Vipacco stream with different hydrological and hydraulic models also calibrated through gauging 
stations. The Ubaye River at Barcelonnette is also studied through probabilistic and deterministic maps 
focused both on flood and landslide hazard. Carlisle and Somerset case studies are currently being studied in 
order to produce alternative scenarios LiDAR data, digital maps, observations and calibrated numerical 
models. 

The effectiveness of risk communication and its importance will be tested and improved for each case study 
through the feedbacks of communications experiences from WP5.  Moreover, the trans-boundary case 
studies are good benchmark in order to investigate the international coordination and communications 
aspects.  
 
Moving from the flooding scenarios, each Partner will apply the KULTURisk framework provided in WP1 
in order to demonstrate the benefits coming from non-structural prevention actions. In particular the output 
of the Framework application will be compared to the post-event recovery costs (at least direct tangible 
costs) in order to show how prevention can reduce overall risk. 
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5 WP4 Structural prevention measures (lead: UniLj) 

5.1 WP4 Objectives 
• To critically review structural prevention measures for water-related hazards 
• To prepare the baseline for the implementation of the methodology developed within WP1 
• To arrange additional scenarios, where prevention measures are improved 

Tasks Partners 
involved 

Status 

WT4.1 - Critical review of structural measures for water-related 
risks 

IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Finished 

WT4.2 - Preparation of a baseline using European case studies IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Partially 
finished 

WT4.3 - Preparation of alternative scenarios using European 
case studies 

IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Ongoing 

   
Deliverables Partners 

involved 
Status 

D4.1) Critical review of structural measures referring to the 
KULTURisk case studies 

IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Finished 

D4.2) Baseline for the application of the risk-based 
methodology developed by WP1 

IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Partially 
finished 

D4.3) Alternative scenarios for the application of the risk-based 
methodology developed by WP1 

IHE, UniBs, 
AAWA 

Ongoing 

   
Milestones Partners 

involved 
Status 

MS3 Progress meeting  and 1st workshop All partners Finalised 
MS5 Progress meeting  and 2st workshop All partners Finalised 

5.2 Main results & conclusions  
WT4.1 - Critical review of structural measures for water-related risks 

WT4.1 aimed to provide a comprehensive and critical review of structural measures for water-related risks 
referring to the KULTURisk case studies. 

During the first 6 months of the project Univerza v Ljubljani has continued to undertake the comprehensive 
and critical investigation and evaluation of structural measures for water-related risk and their effectiveness 
for flood hazard mitigation. To this end, a critical review has been first made about the very recent 
development of predictive models, and standard return periods, freeboards and the associated design floods. 
Furthermore, a comprehensive review of the structural measures for flood-related risk that were undertaken 
to defence several European cities has been made, especially those referring to the KULTURisk case studies. 
As a result, a systematization of different structural measures has been made. 
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Function Type  of measure Measure 
Flood control and defence Flood water storage Dam 

Flood polder 
River training By-pass channel 

Channelization 
Remediation of structures 

Flood protection Dike 
Mobile wall 

Raising the ground level 
Giant levees 

Drainage Urban sewer system 
Pumping system 

On-site detention measures 
  

From the comprehensive review mentioned above it resulted that during the last two centuries, in many 
Western countries, rivers have become more and more controlled and the height of river dikes (i.e. levees or 
embankments) has increased. However, levee heightening, which aims at protecting flood prone areas, tends 
to increase the potential damage. In fact, after raising embankments, people feel safer and investments in the 
flood prone area tend to increase. This is the so-called "levee effect", caused by a false sense of safety where 
floodplain inhabitants perceive that all flood risk has been eliminated once a levee is raised. Also, it has been 
shown that, with steadily increasing embankment heights, the potential flood depth increases. As an 
example, the geometry of river Po (Italy) shows the significant heightening of levees, which occurred in the 
period 1878-2005. 

Some recent scientific works investigated the effects of human activities on flood wave propagation. For 
instance, Natale et al. (2002) analyzed the effects of river geometry modifications in a period of about 15 
years for a reach of the River Tiber by means of a mathematical model. Mitkova et al. (2005) analyzed the 
flood propagation changes, due to human activities, in the Kienstock–Bratislava reach of the River Danube 
by simulating flood wave transformation for historical floods occurred since 1899 by means of a nonlinear 
reservoir river model. These studies showed that levee heightening has a twofold effect from a hydraulic 
viewpoint: on the one hand, it decreased the frequency of inundation of protected flood prone areas; on the 
other hand, it decreased the flood attenuation, increasing, consequently, the flood discharge downstream. 

Flood defence approaches on the construction, heightening and strengthening of embankments can be called 
resistance strategies (Vis et al., 2003). In this approach, the design of river embankments and other water 
retaining structures is usually based on an acceptable probability of overtopping; while the portion of risk 
that remains is called residual risk (van Manen and Brinkhuis, 2005). Residual flood risk behind levees is 
often unaccounted. In particular, given that levees are usually characterized by a uniform safety level (e.g. 
return period equal to 200 years), river discharges above the design flood (e.g. 1-in-200 year flood) might 
cause flooding anywhere and even at several locations at the same time, and therefore the evolution of the 
flood event is unpredictable (Di Baldassarre et al., 2009). It is obvious that this condition is undesirable. For 
instance, in case of exceptional events a large area must be evacuated as all areas theoretically have the same 
probability of flooding. 

A different approach to flood risk management is the so-called resilience strategy. The concept of resilience 
originates from ecology (e.g. Holling, 1973) and was introduced, in the context of flood risk management, by 
De Bruijn and Klijn (2001). The idea behind the resilience approach is "living with floods" instead of 
"fighting floods". In this approach, flooding can be allowed in certain areas, and the impact of flooding is 
minimized through policies of land-use planning and management (Vis et al., 2003). 
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The Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament states that flood risk management policies may 
comprise the promotion of sustainable land use practices, improvement of water retention as well as 
controlled flooding of certain areas in the case of extreme flood events. As a result, many river authorities 
are currently evaluating the opportunity to implement alternative flood mitigation measures, such as 
controlled flooding, instead of continuous levee heightening and strengthening. Flood hazard mapping, based 
on hydraulic modelling, may assist this process and enable the comparison of alternative strategies for flood 
risk mitigation and management.  

Moreover, all the processes in the river and floodplain should be monitored and carefully analyzed. Analysis 
should take care not only on surface water regime, but also about groundwater (e.g. Belgrade case study). In 
fact, it should be noted that the maintenance of the river bed, although ecologically friendly, could produce 
unexpected damage without a proper mapping and modelling. 

WT4.2 – Preparation of a baseline using European case studies 

WT4.2 represents structural measures for preventing damages from water-related disasters for European case 
studies. Further, the experiences with different approaches to flood protection are analyzed. At the end of the 
report an Appendix is provided which should be completed in order to efficiently summarize the 
implementation of structural measures. The data provided through answering questions in the Appendix 
present baseline for the implementation of the methodology which will be prepared in WP1 and implemented 
at the trans-boundary Soča-Isonzo/Vipava-Vipacco and Barcelonnette case studies. 

As mentioned, to mitigate the negative impacts of flooding, two general categories of measures or options 
exist: structural and non-structural. Structural measures include the building of physical works such as dams 
and dikes, but can also include channelisation and dredging, creating additional artificial floodways, 
diversions and ponds, and armouring of channel walls to prevent erosion. Flood-proofing of existing 
structures has also witnessed rising popularity. Non-structural measures would include land use planning that 
promotes appropriate use of land within the floodplain and floodway and prohibits certain development and 
uses from occurring. For what concerns structural measures, different types of works and interventions 
aimed at either controlling flood or reducing flood peak can be distinguished. The former include flood 
defences constructed locally along watercourses and their corridors so as to contain the surplus of water, 
whilst the latter include catchment-wide interventions to reduce or delay runoff from rainstorms. Flood 
control measures include mainly water retention basins, river training interventions and enhancement, 
rehabilitation and restoration of the river corridor, whilst reduction and delay of runoff can be attained by 
adequate agriculture and forestry management practices, including also related works. 
In terms of flood risk management there seems to be at least three major aspects for sorting measures: 

• the construction of measures, 
• the effect of measures, 
• the function of measures. 

The first aspect puts emphasis on the technical design of a measure. It contrasts structural works of hydraulic 
engineers with other kinds of measures and is the background for the distinction of structural and non-
structural measures. The second aspect differentiates water-related and receptor-related risk reduction and 
thus addresses effects on reducing either the flood hazard or the flood vulnerability. It makes especially sense 
for promoting a risk-based approach including the mitigation of vulnerability. The third aspect reflects the 
functionality of measures. It indicates the way how the intervention in the flood risk system looks like. On 
the highest level it distinguishes physical measures and policy instruments, below it clusters different 
mechanisms such as control, retreat and so forth. 

In the following case study presentations, we tried to look into all the three afore mentioned aspects of the 
flood protection systems implemented in several European cities and selected KULTURisk project case 
studies: Soča/Isonzo – Vipava/Vipacco river basin and the Barcelonnette basin. For example, with regard to 
the to the achievements of UNESCO-IHE in the Barcelonnette Case study the following is the outcome of 
two visits to the case study and discussions with the stakeholders. 



Following a visit to the case study in April 2012, a close relationship to the upstream town of Jausiers was 
noted; in addition the current mayor of Barcelonnette was the mayor in Jausiers at the time of 
implementation of structural measures along the river Ubaye. At the moment, the town of Barcelonnette is 
consulting widely on how to better defend the town from flood risk and debris flow. 

Therefore, prior to the flood event of May 2008 the implementation of dike raising in Jausiers 
(approximately 1.5m), the reconstruction of a new bridge with a bigger clearance, appropriation of land to 
increase the flood plain and a municipal law that all new construction should be built 1.5 m above the ground 
level. These actions protected the town from the flood event of May 2008. 

 Parts of the Barcelonnette were inundated during the June 1957 flood event as a result of a breach of the 
dyke caused by a bridge with a low conveyance capacity. The inundation extent and location of the dike 
breach was determined using a post event analysis of the deposited debris (Lecarpentier, 1963). 
Consequently, reconstruction of one of the destroyed bridges was done and portions of the dike were 
reconstructed and raised a further 600mm. 

It is also important to note that the construction of check dams along the tributaries is continuous process 
every year with new infrastructure being built to reduce the sediment load into the main channel, thus 
reducing the chance of damming and cutting communication lines. Maintenance activities are also being 
carried out along the dikes to clear vegetation that could increase the roughness of the channel and also to 
maintain the dike integrity. The most challenging issue at the moment is a solution to increase the 
conveyance capacity of the bridges in Barcelonnette, which have a potential to cause obstruction and 
consequently overtopping of water into the town area. 

The analysis of different flood hazard mitigation approaches in the case studies presents a baseline for 
efficient implementation of the methodology to evaluate the benefits of risk prevention and implementation 
of future flood mitigation schemes. 

Identification of the information needed on case studies (both baseline and alternative scenarios) for the 
implementation of the methodology developed within WP1. 

Besides, there is still ongoing research about the social and economic impact of new materials (roller 
compact concrete, cemented central gravel) and/or new technologies in construction of structural measures 
such as levees, flood walls (mobile, concrete), embankment dams and so on. Moreover, the economic impact 
(costs) is also investigated for several potential structural measures that can be built for flood protection. 

 

Costs per length meter against height of the structure for various structural measures and their combinations 
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5.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
 

WP, task Activities 
WP4 5.4 Further preparation of alternative scenarios using European case studies 

(WT4.3) 

Further evaluation of the benefits of risk prevention techniques, i.e. how an 
acceptable level of risk can be reached by introducing an appropriate structural 
defence (WT4.4) 

Finally, a report with a clear and concise description of the structural measures for 
water-related hazards based on the results obtained by the KULTURisk case studies 
will be written (WT4.5) 
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6 WP5  Risk  Communication  and  Dialogue  with  Stakeholders 
(lead: KCL) 

6.1 WP5 Objectives 
• To describe the role and purpose of flood risk communication as a component of flood risk management 

strategies; 
• To assess the effectiveness of risk communication in developing culture or prevention; 
• To explain the factors determining the success or failure of risk communication in case studies. 

Tasks Partners 
involved 

Status 

5.1: Critical review of risk communication on water-related hazards; WSL Completed 
5.2: Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness of early-
warning; 

WSL, 
ECMWF 

Partially 
Finished 

5.3: Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness in water-
related risk mapping; 

WSL, 
UnivBris 

Partially 
finished 

5.4: Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness in 
structural measures; 

WSL, IHE Ongoing 

5.5: Best practice guidance WSL Ongoing 
Deliverables  Status 

5.1: Review of risk communication literature;  Completed 
5.2: Communication and transfer to decision makers, stakeholders and 
end users with standard methods; 

 Completed 

5.3: Communication and transfer to decision makers, stakeholders and 
end users with improved methods; 

 Needs to be 
redefined. See 
below 

5.4: Report on the role of risk communication;  Needs to be 
redefined. See 
below 

5.5: Best practice guidelines.  Ongoing 
Milestones  Status 

MS3: Progress meeting first workshop;  Completed 
MS5: Progress meeting and the second workshop;  Completed 
MS7: Progress meeting and third workshop.  Ongoing  
   

6.2 Main results & conclusions  
WT5.1-D5.1 Review of risk communication literature 

The first task in WP5 was to development of a critical review on risk communication literature (D5.1). We 
identified 4 general models whereby risk communication is defined and articulated in practice. Our results 
show that despite some overlaps, those 4 models involve very different theoretical assumptions and 
constructions of risk which in turn have major impacts on the ways in which “good” risk communication is 
understood by a variety of different actors. Accordingly it is difficult to talk about “best practices” in risk 
communication since what counts as “best” is always contingent to the value-laden criteria by which it is 
defined. The report was also reviewed by WSL team whose comments were integrated in the last version of 
our final report and have contributed to the improvement of Deliverable 5.1. This initial review should 
provide the basis for an article that has being prepared for submission to Risk Analysis later in 2012 as well 
as it contributes to the assumption that there is a state-of-the-art communication of risk.   
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D5.2 Communication and transfer to decision makers, stakeholders and end users with in early 
warnings 

Whereas the original DoW called for an internal report (D5.3) and then a public report (D.5.4) summarizing 
the findings from the case studies about the effectiveness of improved communication methods, these reports 
would be better integrated with the work in the other three main WPs (2-4) if instead of two reports, the 
deliverables were reorganized, so that we prepared a total of three analytical reports, looking at the role of 
risk communication in: 

• Early warning systems (new D5.3, as the output from WT5.2) 

• Non-structural prevention measures  (new D5.4 as the output from WT 5.3) 

• Structural defence measures (new D5.5, as the output from WT5.4) 

Three reports is what the original work package description for WP5 called for, and we propose to modify 
the planned deliverables to conform to the original work package description. 

The other key findings from the first year of research is that the initial plans to compare case studies together 
resulted not to be feasible. As we explained in detail in our partner report and in D5.2 (Demeritt & Nobert 
2012), there is no consistent or appropriate data on risk perceptions and communicative effectiveness in the 
case studies to allow before/after comparisons as originally envisaged. The problems of comparison are 
made worse by the different case study scales and the different type of interventions involved on each case 
study.  

To overcome those difficulties with the lack of data and cross case comparisons, we identified a range of 
new data that might be collected by KULTURisk partners: 

New Data That Could Be Collected by KULTURisk Partners 

What data is needed Type of risk communication and where Potential 
source/ 
collector of 
data 

a) News papers’ articles from the German 
language to assess the evolution of flood risk 
perception in the media.  
 
b) Conducting interviews to substantiate 
surveys with riverside residents as well as 
with sophisticates users such as civil 
protection authorities and community 
representatives for river Sihl.  

a) Multiple (floods, flash floods, sea level 
rise, high tide, storms)  
 
b) Probabilistic flood forecasts, 
probabilistic flood maps for the river Sihl. 

WSL 

a) National media coverage on the evolution 
of flood risk perception in the Italian press.  
 
 
b) Collection of social science data with civil 
protection people for the river  Soča-Isonzo 
already available  

a) Multiple; 
 
 
 
b) Probabilistic flood hazard and risk 
mapping, structural 
measures for landslide and debris flow 

CORILA and 
AAWA 

a) Data already collected on the evolution of 
flood risk perception in the Dutch press.  
 
 
b) Surveys or interviews on the  
effectiveness on probabilistic techniques  

a) Multiple hazards; 
 
 
 
b) Flood risk maps, flood forecasts, 
structural defences in France for the 

IHE 
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with civil protection authorities as well as wit
riverside investigating their  
appreciation of probabilistic tools an
structural defences.  

Barcelonnette case study. 
  

a) National press coverage on the evolution 
of flood risk perception in Slovenia.  
 
b) Potential collection of qualitative and 
quantitative material on the ways in which 
civil protection, local authorities for the 
Slovenia side of the Soča-Isonzo perceive 
and think about probabilistic risk such as 
dyke failures, and ensemble forecasts, 
although the latter is very new. 

a) Multiple; 
 
 
b) Probabilistic flood forecasts, structural 
defence and experts to lay people 
communication.  

UniLj 

a) Most of social science data have been 
collected and analysed. Focus groups are 
currently undergoing in order to get a better 
grasp on the professional users such as 
insurers, city councils, civil protection 
authorities. 

a) Flood risk mapping, Carlisle, case 
studies.  

KCL and 
Bristol 

In WP5 a media research coordinated by KCL was carried out as a potential proxy for public perception in 
different countries and as an important field of flood risk communication in its own right. Having identified 
some major shifts in the UK in the saliency and framing of flood risk over the past 25 years, we are 
collaborating with IHE and WSL to compare the UK case with the Netherlands and Switzerland. 

WT 5.2 Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness in early warning  

Despite the initial lack of social data for most of case studies, KCL and WSL teams have completed their 
data collection for the questions addressing the use and the communication of flood early-warnings. KCL has 
analysed 65 semi-structured interviews conducted in 12 national hydrological centres of the 14 Danube 
tributary countries. So far, the team has stressed that many important challenges to the communication of 
early warning systems do exist but that their nature is not so technological, but rather political. The work 
conducted by WSL was meant to document the ways in which MAP-D Phase probabilistic flood forecasting 
system is used and understood by civil protection and Canton authorities through questionnaires that were 
designed in collaboration with the Swiss Federal Office for the Environment. Drawing on a quantitative set 
of methods, they also conducted another survey to assess the appreciation and performance of the alert 
system used for the Sihl River, near Zurich, and they are still in the process of analysing this material.  

The other partner involved in WT5.2, ECMWF team, has conducted a qualitative assessment of different 
visualisation processes that could be used to communicate the uncertainties of flood ensemble forecasts to 
operational flood forecasters. Their results were published (Pappenberger et al. 2012) and as highlighted in 
KCL findings for D.5.1, there is no ‘best way’ of displaying and communicating uncertainties to 
sophisticated users. All methods investigated had positive and negative aspects, but none was seen as having 
more benefits than the others. Thus far, results for D5.2 show that whilst most research in early warning 
systems has been invested in improving model capacity to measure initial conditions’ uncertainties, or 
finding ways to visualise forecasts uncertainties in a mental model approach to risk, professional liabilities 
and culture added to the political mandates of forecast users are seen as important obstacles to the use of 
early warnings and their general benefits for professional users. 

By conducting additional fieldwork on how early warnings systems are received by civil protection and their 
role in informing the political architecture of the French risk management at the Barcelonnette case study, 
the KCL team has also collaborated with the IHE team in this case study. This effort is linked to a broader 
effort to overcome obstacles to comparing case studies and explore further links between French and UK 
contexts in situating how uncertainties of weather related forecasts are understood and acted upon by civil 
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protections and by political actors such as mayors and departmental prefects for the case of France. The 
initial results of this comparison show that despite an interest in early warning systems, there are still many 
obstacles to their use that are often related to the deterministic assumptions most political actors have of 
weather related forecasts that conflict with the probabilistic nature of early warning systems.  

WT 5.3 Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness in water-related risk mapping  

Although there is a range of ongoing work in WP3 on flood risk mapping, to date the interface of flood risk 
mapping with communication has only been addressed by the KCL, UnivBris and WSL teams. KCL research 
on the use of maps in planning emphasizes the role of maps as tools of governance and thus for the potential 
for conflict over both the maps themselves and the purposes to which they are put (Porter and Demeritt 
accepted). Further research will also draw on the findings of the media research to consider the insurance as 
a non-structural measure for risk management. Fieldwork in France on the Barcelonnette case study has also 
explored the central place of risk prevention maps, which in France are seen as key tools for securing the 
population.  

The UnivBris team undertook work on the communication of risk for the Carlisle and Somerset case studies 
by trying to improve the ways in which the impact of data uncertainty is affecting probabilistic risk maps and 
their understanding by non initiated users. Future research on the Carlisle case study is planned, in 
collaboration with KCL, to explore how uncertainty is understood and the implications of those 
understandings for access to insurance and spatial planning.  

WSL has been working in collaboration with local authorities of the city of Zurich to develop a questionnaire 
investigating the role of flood risk mapping in flood risk management campaign. Their results show that the 
turn up for those kind of informational events were rather low and that their effectiveness is contingent on 
the level of risk awareness citizens acquired before attending to the events. Their main conclusion shows that 
this type of communication could be beneficial but should be followed by consistent forms of information 
such as newsletters sent to people living on the river banks. 

More work will need to be done with UniBS and CORILA to incorporate findings from the recent 
participatory workshops done on the Soca case study.  

 
WT-D.5.4 Assessing risk communication strategies and effectiveness  

As for WT 5.2-5.3, we have started to do fieldworks with other partners such as WSL and IHE. The 
challenge is to find out the type of information needed to improve our understanding of the relationship 
between structural defences and the role of probabilistic flood forecasts. Here, we would like to explore how 
forecasts users will integrate the novelty of probabilistic forecast with structural defence such as flood gates, 
dams and dikes. Delivering D.5.4 also means exploring the tensions between probabilistic flood forecasts 
and deterministic risk management, something the KCL team has already documented for the Danube River 
basin and we are interested in seeing this research expended to other EU member states as other team 
members are supposed to do. Our task here is to supervise what other team members are going to collect in 
order to see some coherence between the case studies. Based on the results of D.5.3 we will undertake a 
wider analysis of what kind of anticipatory actions used in different national contexts to define different risk 
governance structures. KCL have already collected a number of interviews and other qualitative material 
such as ethnographic data from the UK and France, while the other team partners are expected to provide 
additional data for the other KULTURisk case study to create a transnational risk communication 
assessments that could guide us in the description of which kind of flood risk communication seems the more 
appropriate for different risk management regimes. 

WSL has already conducted fieldwork to assess the benefits of participatory planning in selecting structural 
measures needed by the city of Zurich. Part of this study was also to measure risk perception of different 
structural measures proposed by local authorities, the trust participants have in local authorities; as well as 
their perception of the alternative prevention measures presented to them to contain flood risk on the river 
Sihl. By using qualitative survey methods, their results show that the 21 respondents trust in authorities 
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before and after the participatory planning remained stable, however the involvement of various experts in 
the participatory process has allowed reducing the risk acceptance level from most participants. This 
knowledge on the perception of structural measures is going to be substantiated by other material collected 
on the other case studies for the Soča-Isonzo river basin as well as Bacelonnette where the field work 
conducted with some political actors has been already collected and focussed mainly on the perception flood 
defences and other structural measures such as avalanche walls and debris flow check dams. Both KCL and 
IHE is currently analysing this data and conducting further studies during the course of summer 2012 to 
assess the perception of both flood and debris flow risks in the Barcelonnette valley in France. 

WT-D5.5 Best Practice guidelines 

So far, our aim is to complete all work tasks and deliverables in order to discuss how different 
communication strategies should be seen as more tailored to the development and application of early 
warning (WT5.2), risk mapping (WT 5.3), and structural defences (WT5.4) such as check dams and flood 
gates for example.  

6.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
WP, task Activities 

WT 5.2 Organising a comparative framework with other research teams in order to  
understand the wider implication that early warning systems would mean for 
forecasting science and European risk management policies. 

WT 5.3 We will work with partners to distil findings from the Soca case study; continue 
comparative analysis of media in the Netherlands, Switzerland, and perhaps other 
EU countries; some further field work in Carlisle is anticipated 

WT 5.4 Based on the results of D.5.3 we will undertake a wider analysis of what kind of 
anticipatory actions are used in different national contexts which in turn is leading 
the way towards a diverse structures of risk governance.  

WT 5.5 a short best practice guidance document will need to be distill from longer reports 
assessing risk communication strategies in the realms of early warning (WT5.2), 
mapping (WT 5.3), and structural defence (WT5.4)  
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7  WP7 Dissemination and Training (lead: IHE) 
 

7.1 Objectives 
• To integrate and disseminate the results of the KULTURisk project 
• To educate the public in risk awareness and prevention 
• To train professionals in risk (and uncertainty) awareness and prevention 

Tasks Partners 
involved 

Status* 

WT7.1 Integration and dissemination of project results 

• 31 journal papers, (either published, in press or accepted) and one 
technical note in the following journals: Environmental Science and 
Policy, Earth System Science, Surveys in Geophysics, Hydrological 
Processes, Hydrology Research, Physics and Chemistry of the 
Earth, Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, Journal of Flood Risk 
Management, Journal of Coastal Research, Advances in Water 
Resources, Remote Sensing and the Environment, Public 
Understanding of Science, Environment and Planning, Bulletin of 
the American Meteorological Society, Environmental Modelling 
and Software, Journal of Hydrology, WIREs Climate Change.  

• 14 international conference papers presented in Colombia, 
Germany, Italy, Japan, England and Korea 

• 42 oral presentations and posters at international conferences and 
workshops in Australia, Austria, Colombia, Slovakia, Italy, 
Belgium, England, Sweden, Iceland and the Netherlands 

all ongoing 

• KULTURisk website (www.KULTURisk.eu), where events and 
project news are announced and (public) project reports, policy 
briefs, brochure and posters are downloadable (also as part of WP8). 
Brochures have also been provided at different conferences and 
workshops with stakeholders. 

IHE ongoing 

• Creation of a downloadable shareware version of the 
LISFLOOD�FP flood hazard mapping model, including 
executable, test files and user manual 

UniBris ongoing 

• Engagement of Stakeholders including experts, decision-makers and 
the community at several meetings; Ispra (IT), Vipacco Basin (IT) 
and Barcelonnette (FR)  

IHE, 
AWWA, 

JRC, 
CORILA  

ongoing 

WT7.2 Education of the public and training of professionals 
• Dissemination of new methods for flood hazard mapping to end 

users (Willis Re, JRC, HR Wallingford, JBA Ltd. Ambiental) UniBris Finished 

• Educational material that are part of 2 courses: (1) use of 
probabilistic ensemble predictions in hydrological operational 
forecasting; (2) global perceptions on disaster reduction, 
management and linkages with risk assessment and management 

JRC, 
CORILA ongoing 
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• Educational material to be used in the two Masters courses: 
Hydroinformatics, and Flood Risk Management.  

IHE ongoing 

 
 

Deliverables  Status* 
D7.1 First KULTURisk workshop, carried out in Stresa (IT) on 12-13 
April 2011, together with the Joint Annual European Flood Alert 
System (EFAS). 10 out of 11 partners present 

JRC, all Finished 

D7.2 First policy briefs, published in Nov 2011 in the KULTURisk 
website and presented at the EC and UN-ISDR International Workshop 
on Governance of climate-related risks in Europe 

IHE, all Finished 

D7.3 Second workshop, carried out in Trieste (IT) on 24-25 May 2012, 
together with Hydraulic Risk conference. 10 out of 11 partners present. AWWA Finished 

 
Milestones  Status* 

MS1 Kick-off meeting, 26-28 Jan. 11 out of 11 partners present. IHE, all Finalised 

MS2 Advisory Committee set in place.  IHE Finalised 

MS3 Progress meeting and 1st workshop, Critical review and state-of-
the-art of the notion of risk prevention JRC, all Finalised 

MS4 Progress meeting, Baseline for all the KULTURisk case studies - 
at EGU Leonardo Conference 2011, Bratislava, Case Study data share 
point 

IHE, all Finalised 

MS5 Progress meeting and 2nd workshop, KULTURisk Methodological 
framework AWWA, all Finalised 

 

7.2 Main results & conclusions  

7.2.1 Presentations and workshops involving stakeholders 
Barcelonnette 

From 16th to 19th April 2012 a team of scientists and trainee scientists coming from the synergetic projects 
KULTURisk and Changes visited Barcelonnette, France. Changes is a FP7 project that stands for Changing 
Hydro-meteorological Risks as Analyzed by a New Generation of European Scientists. During the visit, 
different topics under research were presented by KULTURisk scientists and PhD students of Changes 
project. In particular, diverse aspects of risk management (from process understanding to risk planning, 
mitigation measures, early warning, risk communication) were presented to stakeholders of the Ubaye-
Blanche sub-region (Mr. Christian Deymier-Director Sub-region Ubaye-Blanche, Mrs. Delphine Caubet-
regional geologist, RTM, Mr. Georges Guiter - local technician, RTM, Mr. Michel Peyron-local technician, 
RTM), cluster of municipalities of Ubaye river (Mr. Bague - representative of municipality), the major of 
Barcelonnette Mr. Jean-Pierre Aubert, the sub-prefecture of Alpes-de-Haute Provence Department (Mrs. 
Sylvie Espécier - Sous-préfet de département, Mme. Gisèle Honoré - Chef de Cabinet) and the Barcelonnette 
fire brigade (Lieutenant Didier Hazelot- Director SDIS Barcelonnette).  



  

  

 

Exercise with forecasters 

ECMWF conducted a stakeholder interaction exercise with expert forecasters who were attending the 6th 
Annual EFAs meeting in Stresa Italy, 12th-13th April 2012. The exercise was focussed on visualisation of 
probabilistic forecasts (Pappenberger et al, 2012). It challenged the forecasters to come up with ideas on how 
complex information should best be presented. The conclusions of the study was that forecasters can deal 
with complex uncertainty in decision if it is presented unambiguously, but also that complex information can 
lead to misinterpretation if they are not correctly understood. 

Zurich 

Presentation of the preliminary results on our survey of Zurich property owners' risk perception after a 
information campaign at the PLANAT Forum in Aarau on March 20th (Buchecker, M.,) Presentation by 
Buchecker, M. about Sihl case study. Audience: Board of the Master plan for the Implementation of the 
Hazard Plan of the city of Zürich, Board for Evaluating Prevention Strategies of the Sihl River and the 
National Steering Committee Intervention Against Natural Hazards 

Vipacco river basin 

In order to develop and test innovative approaches in hydraulic risk prevention and perception, AAWA 
promoted a Laboratory within Vipacco trans-boundary river basin. The laboratory was held in Gorizia, 
where the needs and expectations of stakeholders have been listened, data and knowledge have been 
collected, and criteria and proposals have been defined. 
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7.2.2  Publications 

7.2.2.1 Book chapters 

In preparation 
Cirella G.T., Semenzin E., Critto A., Marcomini A. Natural hazard risk assessment and management 

methodologies review: Europe. To be submitted as a book chapter for the NATO Advanced 
Research Workshop “Resilient Cities and Military Installations”, 3-6 June 2012, Hella, Iceland. 

7.2.2.2 Journal papers 

Published 
Alfieri L., Salamon P., Pappenberger F., Wetterhall F., Thielen J., (2012) A review of operational early 

warning systems for water-related hazards in Europe, Environmental Science and Policy, 21, 35-49 
2012 

Bogner, F. Pappenberger, and H. L. Cloke., Technical Note: The normal quantile transformation and its 
application in a flood forecasting system, K., Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 16, 1085–1094, 2012 

Brandimarte, L., and G. Di Baldassarre (2012), Uncertainty in design flood profiles derived by hydraulic 
modelling. Hydrology Research, in press. 

Demeritt, D., Nobert, S., Cloke, H. and Pappenberger F. (2012) The European Flood Alert System (EFAS) 
and the communication, perception and use of ensemble predictions for operational flood risk 
management Hydrological Processes, DOI: 10.1002/hyp.9419 

Di Baldassarre, G. (2012). Prospettive scientifiche sulla gestione del rischio alluvionale (in Italian). Atti 
dell'Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Roma. 

Di Baldassarre, G., and Uhlenbrook, S. (2012). Is the current flood of data enough? A treatise on research 
needs to improve flood modelling. Hydrological Processes, 26(1), 153-158, doi: 10.1002/hyp.8226. 
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Di Baldassarre, G., Schumann, G., Brandimarte, L. and Bates, P. (2011). Timely low resolution SAR 
imagery to support floodplain modelling: a case study review.  Surveys in Geophysics, 32 (3), 255-
269. (10.1007/s10712-011-9111-9). 

Escobar, M., and Demeritt, D., (accepted) Flooding and the framing of risk in British broadsheets, 1985-
2010. Public Understanding of Science. 

Fewtrell, T.J., Duncan, A., Sampson, S.C., Neal, J.C. and Bates, P.D. (2011). Benchmarking urban flood 
models of varying complexity and scale using high resolution terrestrial LiDAR data.  Physics and 
Chemistry of the Earth, 36 (7-8), 281-291. (10.1016/j.pce.2010.12.011). 

Fewtrell, T.J., Neal, J.C., Bates, P.D. and Harrison, P.J. (2011). Geometric and structural model complexity 
and the prediction of urban inundation. Hydrological Processes, 25 (20), 3173-3186. 
(10.1002/hyp.8035). 

Horritt, M., Bates, P., Fewtrell, T., Mason, D., Wilson, M. and Spencer, P. (2011). Discussion: modelling the 
hydraulics of the Carlisle 2005 flood event. Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
Water Management, 164 (2), 103-103. (10.1680/wama.1000094). 

Kuiry, S.N., Sen, D.J. and Bates, P.D. (2010). Coupled 1D–Quasi-2D Flood Inundation Model with 
Unstructured Grids.  ASCE Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, 136 (8), 493-506. 
(10.1061/(ASCE)HY.1943-7900.0000211). 

Kuiry, S.N., Sen, D.J., Bates, P.D. and Yan, D. (2011). Application of the 1D-Quasi 2D model TINFLOOD 
for floodplain inundation prediction of the River Thames. The Indian Society for Hydraulics, 
Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, 17 (1), 98-110. 

Leedal, D., Neal, J., Beven, K., Younger, P. and Bates, P. (2010). Visualisation approaches for 
communicating real-time flood forecasting level and inundation information.  Journal of Flood 
Risk Management, 3 (2), 140-150. (10.1111/j.1753-318X.2010.01063.x). 

Lewis, M., Horsburgh, K., Bates, P.D. and Smith, R. (2011). Quantifying the uncertainty in future coastal 
flood risk estimates for the UK. Journal of Coastal Research, 27 (5), 870–881. 
(10.2112/JCOASTRES-D-10-00147.1). 

Neal, J.C, Schumann, G., Fewtrell, T., Budimir, M., Bates, P. and Mason, D. (2011). Evaluating a new 
LISFLOOD-FP formulation using data for the summer 2007 floods in Tewkesbury, UK. Journal of 
Flood Risk Management, 4 (2), 88-95. (10.1111/j.1753-318X.2011.01093.x) 

Pappenberger F., Stephens E., Thielen J., Salamon P., Demeritt D., van Andel S. J., Wetterhall F., Alfieri L 
(2012) Visualising probabilistic flood forecast information: expert preferences and perceptions of 
best practice in uncertainty communication, Hydrological Processes, DOI: 10.1002/hyp.9253. 

Porter, J. and Demeritt, D. (accepted) Flood risk management, mapping and planning: the institutional 
politics of decision-support in England. Environment and Planning 

Prestininzi, P., Di Baldassarre, G., Schumann, G. and Bates, P. (2011). Selecting the appropriate hydraulic 
model structure using low-resolution satellite imagery.  Advances in Water Resources, 34, 38–46. 
(10.1016/j.advwatres.2010.09.016). 

Ruin, I., Lutoff, C., Creton-Cazanave, L., Anquetin, S., Borga, M., Chardonnel, S., Creutin, J-D., Gourley, 
J.J., Gruntfest E., Nobert, S. and Thielen, J. (accepted) A space-time framework for integrated 
studies, Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.   

Schumann, G. J.-P., Neal, J.C., Mason, D.C. and Bates, P.D. (2011). The accuracy of sequential aerial 
photography and SAR data for observing urban flood dynamics, a case study of the UK summer 
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2007 floods. Remote Sensing and the Environment, 115 (10), 2536-2546. 
(10.1016/j.rse.2011.04.039). 

Smith, R.A., Bates, P.D. and Hayes, C. (2012). Evaluation a coastal flood inundation model using hard and 
soft data. Environmental Modelling and Software, 30, 35-46. (10.1016/j.envsoft.2011.11.008). 

Stephens, E., Edwards, T. and Demeritt, D. (accepted) Communicating probabilistic information from 
climate model ensembles—lessons from numerical weather prediction. WIREs Climate Change. 

Stephens, E.M., Bates, P.D., Freer, J.E. and Mason, D.C. (2012). The impact of uncertainty in satellite data 
on the assessment of flood inundation models. Journal of Hydrology, 414-415, 162–173. 
(10.1016/j.jhydrol.2011.10.040). 

Submitted 
Cirella, G.T., Semenzin, E., Critto, A., Marcomini, A. Natural hazard risk assessment and management 

methodologies review: Europe. Submitted as a book chapter for the NATO Advanced Research 
Workshop “Resilient Cities and Military Installations”, 3-6 June 2012, Hella, Iceland. 

Mazzoleni M., Bacchi, B., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G. and Ranzi R., Probabilistic flooding hazard 
mapping in protected floodplain areas in the Po River, Italy. Journal of Hydrologic Engineering 
ASCE, 2012 (submitted); 

Milanesi, L., Clerici, A. and Pilotti M., Il metodo dell’erosione potenziale: proposte innovative ed 
applicazioni in ambito alpino, L’Acqua (submitted); 

Neal, J.C., Keef, C., Bates, P.D., Beven, K. & Leedal, D. 'Probabilistic flood risk mapping at confluences', 
submitted to Hydrological Processes. 

Rotach, M. W., Arpagaus, M., Dorninger, M., Hegg, C., Montani, A. and Ranzi, R., Uncertainty propagation 
for flood forecasting in Alps: Different views and impacts from MAP D-PHASE, NHESS, 2012, 
Accepted. 

Salvini G., Buchecker M., Di Baldassarre G., Semenzin E., Cirella G.T., Maidl E., Marcomini A.. The role 
of risk perception in making flood risk management more effective. Submitted to NHESS. 

Yan, K., Di Baldassarre, G. & Solomatine, D.P. (2012) Exploring the potential of SRTM topographic data 
for flood inundation modelling under uncertainty. Journal of Hydroinformatics (submitted, under 
review) 

In preparation 
Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre G., Dottori, F., Value of Information of Probabilistic Flood Maps. (under 

preparation) 

Barontini S., Peli M., Bogaard T.A., Ranzi R., Perched waters in sloping, gradually layered soils, Meccanica 
(under preparation). 

Barontini S., Perched waters in horizontal gradually layered soils, Water Resources Research (submitted). 

Mazzoleni M., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G., Ranzi R., Inundation hazard mapping in protected floodplain 
areas: An application to the Po River, Italy (under preparation). 

Milanesi L., Clerici A., Pilotti M., Il metodo dell’erosione potenziale: proposte innovative ed appplicazioni 
in ambito alpino, L’Acqua (under preparation) 

Mukolwe M.M., Di Baldassarre G., Werner M., Solomatine D.P., Flood modelling: Parameterisation and 
Inflow Inaccuracy (under preparation) 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2011.11.008
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7.2.2.3 Conference papers 

Published 
Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre, G., Estado del arte de la prevención del riesgo de inundaciones en Europa: el 

proyecto KULTURisk y su relevancia para el caso colombiano, Agua 2011, Nov 2011, Cali, 
Colombia 

Barontini S., Peli M., Bakker M., Bogaard T.A., Ranzi R., Perched waters in 1D and sloping 2D gradually 
layered soils.  First numerical results, in Ubertini F., Viola E., de Miranda S., Castellazzi G. (a cura 
di), Atti del XX Congresso AIMETA, Bologna, 12-15 Settembre 2011, ISBN 978-88-906340-1-7 
(on-line al sito http://www.lamc.ing.unibo.it/aimeta2011), 10 pp., 2011 

Barontini S., Peli M., Bogaard T.A., Ranzi R., Dimensionless numerical approach to perched waters in 2D 
gradually layered soils, Proceedings of the Second World Landslide Forum, Rome, 3—8 October 
2011 (in press); 

Barontini S., Peli M., Ranzi R., Flow patterns within a sloping perched water table in a gradually layered 
soil, 2nd IAHR Europe Congress, Münich, 27-28 June 2012, Technische Universitat Munchen, 
6pp. 

Bogaard, T. Landslides and floods: the role of hillslope hydrology and the need for integrative assessment. 
5th International Conference on Flood Management (ICFM5) 27-29 September 2011, Tsukuba-
Japan 

Demeritt, D., Nobert, S. (2012) Forecasting hazards: risk, error, and blame in public weather service 
provision in the UK and France. Paper for ECPR Regulation and Governance conference, Exeter, 
England, 28 June. 

Hoang T.T., Ranzi R., Barontini S., Cat V.M., Medium range rainfall and flood forecasting for reservoir 
system operation in the Ca river basin (Vietnam), IAHR Asian-Pacific Division Congress, Korea, 
August 2012 (accepted for oral presentation).  

Milanesi, L. and Pilotti, M., 2012. Sui criteri di valutazione della pericolosità idraulica in area di conoide, 
Proc. XXXIII Conference of Hydraulics and Hydraulic Engineering, Brescia (Italy), September 10-
15 2012, 10 pg. (in press); 

Ngô, L.A., T.T. Hoàng, H.S. Nguyen, M.C. Vũ, L.T. Đỗ , V.H. Võ, S. Davolio, O. Drofa, P. Malguzzi, S. 
Barontini, R. Ranzi, R. A hydro-meteorological flood forecasting system for the Red and Ca rivers 
(China, Laos and Vietnam). Part II – application and results, Proc. XXXIII Conference of 
Hydraulics and Hydraulic Engineering, Brescia (Italy), September 10-15 2012, 10 pp. (in press); 

Peli, M., Barontini, S., Bogaard, T.A., Bacchi, B. and Ranzi, R., Non monotonic imbibition profiles and 
transition to a perched water in a gradually layered soil, in Mancuso C., Jommi C. and D’Onza F. 
(eds.), Unsaturated Soils: Research and Applications, Proceedings of the 2nd European Conference 
on Unsaturated Soils, Vol.2, Naples, 20-22 June 2012, pp.167-174, ISBN 978-3-642-31342-4, 
Springer, Heidelberg, 2012; 

Ranzi, R., Barontini, S., Mazzoleni, M., Ferri, M. and Bacchi, B., Levee breaches and “geotechnical 
uncertainty" in flood risk mapping, IAHR European Division Congress, Munich, 27-28 June 2012, 
Technische Universitat Munchen, 6 pp. (on USB Pen), 2012; 

Ranzi, R., Barontini, S., Mazzoleni, M., Ferri, M., and Bacchi B., (2012) Levee breaches and “geotechnical 
uncertainty” in flood risk mapping, IAHR European Division Congress, Munich, 6 pp. (accepted). 

Ranzi, R., Ngô, L.A., Hoàng, T.T., Nguyễn, H.S., Barontini, S., Grossi, G., Bacchi, B., Buzzi, A., Davolio, 
S., Drofa, O., Malguzzi, P., Đỗ, L.T.,  Võ, V.H. and Vũ, M.C., A hydro-meteorological flood 
forecasting system for the Red and Ca rivers (China, Laos and Vietnam). Part I – investigated areas 
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and model setup, Proc. XXXIII Conference of Hydraulics and Hydraulic Engineering, Brescia 
(Italy), September 10-15 2012, 10 pp. (in press); 

Solomatine, D.P., Shrestha, D.L., Kayastha, N., G. Di Baldassarre, Machine learning and models of 
uncertainty in flood context. Proc. 5th International Conference on Flood Management (ICFM5) 
27-29 September 2011, Tsukuba, Japan. 

Submitted 
Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre, G., Using Prospect Theory to assess the implications of probabilistic and 

deterministic flood maps in planning decisions. EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012. 
Submitted. 

Balbi S., Giupponi C., Olschewski R. The Total Cost of Hydrological Disasters: Towards a Framework for 
Comprehensive Disaster Assessments and Risk Reduction Appraisal, accepted for presentation at 
EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012.  

Barontini, S., Peli M., Bogaard T.A. & Ranzi R., A uniform flow approach to describe perched water tables 
in sloping unhomogeneous soils, Proc. XXXIII Conference of Hydraulics and Hydraulic 
Engineering, Brescia (Italy), September 10-15 2012, 10 pp. (in press). 

Ferri, M., Baruffi F., Casarin R., Vipacco Laboratory: an innovative tool for developing a new approach of 
risk prevention. EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012 (submitted, conference paper in 
preparation) 

Ferri, M.,. Monego M., Norbiato D, Baruffi F, Casarin R., Toffolon, C .AMICO: the early warning system in 
Eastern Alps river basin District. EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012 (submitted, conference 
paper in preparation) 

Ferri, M., Monego M., Norbiato D., Baruffi F., Toffolon C., Casarin R.. AMICO: the early warning system 
for North East river basins (I),  Hydrologic and Hydraulic National Conference, Brescia 10-15 
September 2012 (Submitted) 

Hoang T.T., Ranzi R., Barontini S., Vu M.C., Medium range rainfall and Flood forecasting for reservoir 
system operation in the Ca river basin (Vietnam), 18th Congress of Asia Pacific Division of IAHR, 
Jeju (Korea), 2012 (submitted, conference paper in preparation) 

Mazzoleni M., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G., Ranzi R., Probabilistic flood hazard mapping induced by 
piping breaches: Application to the Po River, Italy. EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012 
(submitted, conference paper in preparation); 

Mazzoleni M., Barontini S., Ranzi R., Reliability levee model to support flooding hazard assessment, Proc. 
XXXIII Conference of Hydraulics and Hydraulic Engineering, Brescia (Italy), September 10-15 
2012, 10 pp. (submitted). 

Ranzi R., Barontini S., Mazzoleni M., Ferri M., Bacchi B., Levee breaches and “geotechnical uncertainty” in 
flood risk mapping, 2nd IAHR Europe Congress, Münich, 2012 (accepted, conference paper in 
preparation); 

Rusjan, S., Vidmar, A., Brilly, M., The trans-boundary Soča and Vipava River flood problems. EGU 
Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012 (submitted, conference paper in preparation) 

Schnabl, S., Vidmar, A., Rusjan, S., Brilly, M., What we could learn from practice of implementation of 
structure measures for flood protection.   EGU Leonardo Conference, Torino 2012   (submitted, 
conference paper in preparation) 
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Thielen, J., L. Alfieri, P. Burek, M. Kalas, P. Salamon, V. Thiemig, A. de Roo, D. Muraro, F. Pappenberger, 
E. Dutra, The Global Flood Awareness System (GloFAS), FLOODrisk 2012, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands, November 2012 (in review). 

7.2.2.4 Presentations at conferences and workshops 
Alfieri, L., Salamon, P., Pappenberger, F., Burek,   P., Krzeminski, B., Muraro, D., Thielen, J., de Roo, A. 

Towards a seamless flood early warning system: from flash floods to global forecasting - Leonardo 
Conference, Bratislava 

Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre, Dottori, F., The Value of Urban Flood Mapping: application to the case study of 
Barcelonnette (France). EGU Leonardo Conference, November 2011, Bratislava. 

Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre, G., Kulture of Risk Prevention in Europe and Colombia, Civil Engineering 
Seminar, Universidad del Magdalena, Oct 2010, Santa Marta, Colombia 

Barontini S., Peli M., Bakker M., Bogaard T., Ranzi R., Perched water table formation and water logging 
during aquifer recharge in a gradually layered soil, Book of abstracts of the Congress IUGG 2011 
"Earth on the Edge:  Science for a sustainable planet", Melbourne (Australia), 28 June—7 July 
2011, Abstract number IAHS:4920, 2011; 

Barontini S., Peli M., Bogaard T.A., Ranzi R., Dimensionless numerical approach to perched waters in 2D 
gradually layered soils, Book of abstract of the Second World Landslide Forum, Rome, 3—8 
October 2011, Abstract number WLF2—2011—0540, p.301, ISBN: 978-88-448-0515-9, ISPRA, 
2011;  

Brilly, M., Kryžanowski, A., Rusjan, S., Schnabl, S., Koprivšek, M., Horvat, A. Primeri protipoplavnih 
sistemov nekaterih mest v porečju reke Donave. V: 22. Mišičev vodarski dan 2011, Maribor, 06. 
december. Zbornik referatov, (Mišičev vodarski dan). Maribor: Vodnogospodarski biro, 2011, str. 
230-235. 

Brilly, M., What could we learn from development of structural measures? Some experiences in Europe. 
International KULTURisk Conference, Trieste, Italy, 25 May 2012. 

Buchecker, M., Maidl, E., Effects of risk communication on natural hazards on real estate owners’ risk 
perception and risk behaviour, EGU Conference Vienna, April 2012. 

Burek, P., Alfieri, L., Thielen-del Pozo, J., Muraro, D., Pappenberger, F., Krzeminski, B., Looking at the big 
scale - Global Flood Forecasting, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol. 14, EGU2012-3993, EGU 
General Assembly 2012, Vienna, Austria. 

Campostrini, P., KULTURISK Knowledge-based approach to develop a cULTUre of Risk prevention, 
meeting of the EC expert group on Water Scarcity and Drought – Venice, (Foundation Eni 
EnricoMattei, FEEM) 13-14 Oct 2011 

Demeritt D. (2012) Cassandra or crying wolf? Early warning and the challenges of civil protection. Invited 
presentation, Rischio Idraulico: Attacco o difesa? Trieste, Italy, 25 May 

Di Baldassarre, G. Evaluating the benefits of risk prevention measures. EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 
April 2012.  

Di Baldassarre, G. The KULTURisk project. EC and UN-ISDR International Workshop on Governance of 
climate-related risks in Europe: the need for policy oriented research, Bruxelles, September 2011. 

Ferri, M., La pericolosità idraulica nei bacini di montagna dell’Alto Adriatico (Hydraulic hazard in Alto 
Adriatico mountain river basin), ISPRA conference on Flood Directive 2007-60, Bolzano 9-
10/06/2011 
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Ferri, M., Monego, M., Norbiato, D., Baruffi, F., “A new modelling tool for determining the catchment 
hydrological response (case study: Isonzo RIVER). EGU Conference, Bratislava 23-25 November 
2011. 

Giuriato, F. The hazard planning in North East Italy, Workshop - The CHANGES project: analyzing 
changing hydro-meteorological risk, 4 April 2012, Malborghetto Valbruna, Italy 

Humar, N., Kryžanowski, A., Brilly, M., Schnabl, S,. Safety criteria for flood protection structures in 
Slovenia. V: SZOLGAY, J. (ur.). Floods in 3D : processes, patterns, predictions : EGU Leonardo 
Conference 23.-25. November 2011 Bratislava, Slovakia, (EGU Leonardo Conference Series on 
the Hydrological Cycle). Bratislava: Slovak University of Technology, 2011, str. 88. 

Marcomini, A., Natural hazard risk assessment and management methodologies review: Europe. Platform 
presentation at the NATO Advanced Research Workshop “Resilient Cities and Military 
Installations”, 3-6 June 2012, Hella, Iceland. 

Mazzoleni M., Bacchi B., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G., Ranzi R., Uncertainty in flood hazard mapping for 
piping-induced levee breaches in the Po river, Geophysical Research Abstracts, Vol.13:10212, 
ISSN 1029 7006 Vienna, 2011; 

Nguyen H.S., Barontini S., Vu M.C., Grossi G., Hoang T.T., Ranzi R., Integrated real time flood forecasting 
with Extended Kalman filter and Meta—Gaussian error modelling on the Lo river basin (Vietnam), 
Book of abstracts of the Congress IUGG 2011 "Earth on the Edge: Science for a sustainable 
planet", Melbourne (Australia), 28 June—7 July 2011, Abstract number IAHS:1132, 2011; 

Nobert, S. and Demeritt, D. (2011) Lost in complexity: how probabilistic forecasts can fail to elicit an 
appropriate response. Presented at the European Meteorological Society Meeting, in the special 
session Designing probabilistic forecast products from ensembles corresponding to customers' 
requirements, (organised by Renate Hagedorn), 12th-16th of September, Berlin, Germany. 

Pappenberger, F., Stephens, E., Thielen, J., Salamon, P., Demeritt, D., van Andel, S.K., Wetterhall, F., 
Alfieri, L. Visualising probabilistic flood forecast information: expert preferences and perceptions 
of best practice in uncertainty communication - Solicited Talk at Leonardo Conference, Bratislava. 

Pappenberger, F., Probabilistic forecasting in the European Union. Presentation at the Workshop: 
“Improving the communication and use of early warnings of severe weather hazards” at King’s 
College, London, 4th May 2012 

Pappenberger, F., Roadmap for a future medium range probabilistic flood forecasting system. Presentation at 
the 7thAnnual EFAS meeting at SMHI, Norrköping, Sweden, 13 June 2012.  

Peli M., Barontini S., Bakker M., Bogaard T., Ranzi R., Numerical results on perched waters in 1D and 
sloping 2D gradually layered soils, Geophysical Research Abstracts, ISSN 1029-7006, EGU 
General Assembly, Vienna, 3—8 April 2011, Vol.13:10058, 2011; 

Salamon P. (2012) Recent trends and developments in flood early warning systems. Invited presentation, 
Rischio Idraulico: Attacco o difesa? Trieste, Italy, 25 May 

van Andel, S. J., Pappenberger, F., Ramos, M.H, and Thielen J. Do probabilistic forecasts lead to better 
decisions? Try it yourself! Presentation at the EGU 2012 where the audience where invited to act as 
decision makers; given cases of flood forecasts and multiple choices. 

Wetterhall, F., Petroliagis, T. and Pappenberger, F., How useful is the Extreme Forecast index in prediction 
of floods? Presentation at the 2nd International Workshop on Global Flood Monitoring and 
Modelling, Delft, Netherlands, 19-21 March 2012.  
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7.2.2.5 Posters 
Ali, A. Di Baldassarre, G., Solomatine, D., Flood risk mapping under uncertainty: application to Sungai 

Johor basin, Malaysia. EGU Leonardo Conference, November 2011, Bratislava. 

Barontini S., Peli M. and Ranzi R., Stream function of a perched water table in a sloping gradually layered 
soil: effect of the soil anisotropy on the flow patterns, Geophysical Research Abstracts (on USB 
pen), ISSN 1029-7006, EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 22-27 April 2012, Vol.14:11954, 2012. 

Mazzoleni M., Bacchi B., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G. and Ranzi R., Uncertainty in flood hazard mapping 
for piping--induced levee breaches in the Po river, Geophysical Research Abstracts (su CD), ISSN 
1029-7006, EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 3-8 April 2011, Vol.13:10212, 2011; 

Mazzoleni M., Barontini S. and Ranzi R., 2012. A probabilistic levee breach model for evaluating different 
breach scenarios for flooding hazard mapping. UMH - Workshop, 28-29 June, Stresa; 

Mukolwe, M.M., G. Di Baldassarre, M. Werner, D.P. Solomatine. Uncertainty of 1D hydraulic modelling 
caused by parameterization and inflow inaccuracy. EGU Leonardo Conference, November 2011, 
Bratislava. 

Mukolwe, M.M., G. Di Baldassarre, T.A. Bogaard, J-P. Malet, and D.P. Solomatine Probabilistic Flood 
Mapping and Visualization Issues:Application to the River Ubaye, Barcelonnette (France). Poster 
presentation; EGU General Assembly, April 2012 

Nguyen, H.S., Grossi, G. and Ranzi, R., Integrated real time flood forecasting with Extended Kalman filter 
and meta-Gaussian error modelling on the Lo river basin (Vietnam), (Abstract published on USB 
pen), IUGG Conference “Earth on the Edge: Science for a sustainable planet”, Brisbane, 28 June-7 
July 2011, 2011; 

Peli M., Barontini S. and Ranzi R., Transition to saturation in a gradually layered soil: effect of the hydraulic 
conductivity decrease with depth, Geophysical Research Abstracts (on USB pen), ISSN 1029-7006, 
EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 22_27 April 2012, Vol.14:11132, 2012; 

Peli M., Barontini S., Bakker M., Bogaard T. and Ranzi R., Numerical results on perched waters in 1D and 
sloping 2D gradually layered soils, Geophysical Research Abstracts (on CD), ISSN 1029-7006, 
EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 3-8 April 2011, Vol.13:10058, 2011; 

Ranzi R.,Bacchi B., Barontini S., Di Baldassarre G., Ferri M., Mazzoleni M.  Incertezza nella delimitazione 
delle areeinondabili, Le giornate dell’Idrologia, Società Idrologica Italiana, Bologna,2011 (poster, 
accepted) 

Ridolfi, E., Yan, K., Alfonso, L., Di Baldassarre, G., Napolitano, F., Russo, F. & Bates, P.D. Optimization of 
floodplain monitoring sensors through an entropy approach. EGU General Assembly 2012, April, 
Vienna, Austria. 

Schnabl, S., Brilly, M., Humar, N., and Kryžanowski, A., Structural Measures to cope with floods: 
KULTURisk case studies EGU General Assembly 2012, Vienna, Austria, 22-27 April 2012. Flash 
floods: processes, forecasting and risk management –POSTERS EGU2012-12864 

Yan, K., Di Baldassarre, G., Solomatine, D., Dottori, F., Flood Inundation Modelling in Large Rivers Under 
Uncertainty Using Globally and Freely Available Remote Sensing Data. EGU Leonardo 
Conference, November 2011, Bratislava. 

Yan, K., Di Baldassarre, G., Solomatine, D., & Giustarini, L. Flood Inundation Modelling Under Uncertainty 
Using Globally and Freely Available Remote Sensing Data. EGU General Assembly 2012, Vienna, 
April, Austria. 



7.2.2.6 Workshops 
First KULTURisk Workshop. Joint 6th Annual EFAS and KULTURisk meeting held at Stresa, from 12th-

13th April 2011. Aim of KULTURisk meeting was to provide participants insights into other early 
warning systems other than floods (e.g., landslides, coastal storm surges, flash floods), to evaluate 
the cross-cutting issues between those systems, and to furthermore focus on how to communicate the 
uncertain forecasts. 

Second KULTURisk workshop. Joint with conference entitled: Hydraulic Risk: Offense or Defence? 
Goritzia, IT, May 24th 2012. Aim of this workshop was to show the Vipacco Laboratory Experience: 
methodology, stakeholder map and glossary, from structural prevention measures, early warning 
systems and preparedness and risk perception. 

7.2.2.7 Policy Briefs (http://www.KULTURisk.eu/results) 

 

7.2.2.8 Newsletters (http://www.KULTURisk.eu/results) 

 

7.2.2.9 Articles in newspapers, magazines and newsletters 
L'Ubaye auscultée par des chercheurs (The Ubaye Catchment, examined by researchers) - Journal "La 
Provence". Diverse aspects of risk management (from process understanding to risk planning, mitigation 
measures, early warning, risk communication) were presented to stakeholders of the Ubaye-Blanche sub-
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region, cluster of municipalities of Ubaye river, the major of Barcelonnette, the sub-prefecture of Alpes-de-
Haute Provence Department and the Barcelonnette fire brigade. 

 

Developing a culture of risk prevention. UPDATE Magazine, UNESCO-IHE, May 2011; Cultivating a 
culture of risk prevention. UPDATE Magazine, UNESCO-IHE, Dec 2012. (http://www.unesco-
ihe.org/About/UPDATE-Magazine) 

         

Buchecker, M., Wie können wir eine Kultur der Risikoprävention fördern? Short article at SLF Newsletter 
Naturgefahren (2012) (http://www.slf.ch/dienstleistungen/newsletter/Newsletter_120425_V1.pdf) 
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7.2.2.10  Educational Material 

Prepared 
Salomons, P. Flood Forecasting - A lecture on the use of probabilistic ensemble predictions in hydrological 

operational forecasting, focussing on early warning of risk, Training course – Predictability, 
Diagnostics and Extended-Range Forecasting at ECMWF, Reading Fredrik Wetterhall 

G.T. Cirella and A. Critto. Global perceptions on disaster reduction, management and linkages with risk 
assessment and management.  

Brief description and learning objectives: Guest speaker for Ph.D. course; specific emphasis on 
natural disasters, including extended interactive dialogue and insight on resilient cities ideology.  
Target audience: PhD students  
Way of delivery: F2F 
Technologies used: PPT with video 
For courses: 1.5 hours  
When it will be ready to run: Completed on 2nd May 2012 

Planned 
Florian Pappenberger, Fredrik Wetterhall and Jutta Thielen: Research priorities of forecasting, A 

Questionnaire aimed at operational forecasters to find out what their suggested priorities are in what 
they see as most important to improve in the forecast chain. Will be tested at the first annual EFAS 
meeting at SMHI in Norrköping in June, 2012. 

Demmerit, D, G., Briceño, S., Buchecker M., Di Baldassarre, Alfonso, L., Aspects of disaster risk reduction. 
Short course to be held at UNESCO-IHE on April 2012.  

Description and learning objectives: identify the main components of risk reduction; identify 
different risk reduction measures and understand their advantages and disadvantages; understand the 
implications of risk perception of different stakeholders; understand the meaning and purpose of risk 
communication; 

Target group: current and future water managers, decision-makers and others involved in the 
management of water-related disasters. 
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7.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012 Dec 2012) 
• Web-based Knowledge Base platform with educational materials produced in the first half of the project. 
• KULTURisk Guidelines 
• Third KULTURisk workshop  
• Web-based platform to generate educational material aimed at the general public and professionals and 

Knowledge Base for accumulating, classifying and relating various knowledge items and making them 
accessible, searchable, and transferable via the platform. 

• Educational software and materials (e.g. course-ware) for under and post-graduate training.  
• Final conference 
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8  Project management during the period 

8.1 Objectives 
• To efficiently manage the project and the consortium 
 

Tasks Partners involved Status* 
Project coordination IHE, UniBS, WSL, CORILA, 

JRC, AAWA 
Ongoing 

Deliverables  Status* 
D8.1 Signed consortium agreement IHE Finalised 
D8.2 Accessible KULTURisk website IHE Finalised 
D8.3 Periodic report IHE,  Finalised 
D8.4 Final report IHE, and input from all the 

KULTURisk partners 
Planned 

Milestones  Status 
MS1 Kick-off meeting IHE Finalised 
MS2 Advisory Committee set in place IHE, UniBS, CORILA, JRC, 

AAWA 
Finalised 

MS3 Progress meeting and 1st workshop IHE, JRC Finalised 
MS4 Progress meeting IHE Finalised 
MS5 Progress meeting and 2nd workshop IHE, AAWA Finalised 
MS6 Progress meeting IHE Planned 
MS7 Progress meeting and 3rd workshop IHE, CORILA Planned 
MS8 Final conference IHE, WSL Planned 

8.2 Main results & conclusions 
UNESCO-IHE leads WP8 and the KULTURisk project and therefore took the lead in the finalization of the 
consortium agreement, in effectively communicating with partners on day-to-day management issues, as 
well as in the development of the current periodic report.  

At the beginning of the project a consortium agreement (D8.1) was signed by all the partners. This document 
was "based upon the regulation (EC) N. 1906/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 18 
December 2006 laying down the rules for the participation of undertakings, research centres and universities 
in actions under the Seventh Framework Programme and for the dissemination of research results (2007-
2013) hereinafter referred to as Rules for Participation and the European Commission Grant Agreement, 
adopted on 10 April 2007". 

According to our agreement, the General Assembly (consisting of one representative of each partner) is the 
decision-making body of the KULTURisk consortium, while the coordinator is the legal entity acting as the 
intermediary between the partners and the European Commission. The Management Support Team assists 
the General Assembly and the Coordinator. In particular, it was agreed that the chairperson shall convene 
ordinary meetings of the General Assembly at least once every six months and shall also convene 
extraordinary meetings at any time upon written request of any Member. Also, the chairperson shall send 
each Member a written original agenda no later than 14 calendar days preceding the meeting, or 7 calendar 
days before an extraordinary meeting. The General Assembly shall not deliberate and decide validly unless 
two-thirds (2/3) of its Members are present or represented (quorum). During this first reporting period, all the 
meetings went smoothly, we did not experience conflicts and all decisions were taken unanimously.  



Furthermore, an accessible and periodically updated web-site (D8.2) was developed since the first month of 
the project. The web-site also includes a private area, which has been used by all partners to share documents 
and drafts of the KULTURisk deliverable.  

  

The KULTURisk website: home page (top panel) and results (bottom panel) 

From the point of view of submission of deliverables, the project coordination has been successful, with 16 
deliverables submitted on time, with only one report delayed by 2 months. The first policy briefs were 
delayed 3 months to account for input and comments from the international workshop co-organized by the 
EC and the UN-ISDR (Bruxelles) while the signature of the consortium agreement was delayed by 4 months 
due to several changes requested by the legal departments of a few partners to the DESCA model which was 
used as the basis for the agreement preparation. These delays did not represent a risk for the continuity of the 
project, which is regularly ongoing (see below).  

As mentioned, the KULTURisk website was fully operational since the second month (3 months before 
planned), and the first and second workshops were held 3 and 1 month before planned respectively (see table 
below). 

Deliverable Type Delivery 
date  

(DoW) 

Delivery 
date  

(Actual) 

Description 

D1.1 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Review of the existing EU, national and international 
policies in the field of risk prevention  

D1.2 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Review of existing risk assessment and management 
methodologies  

D1.3 RE 6 30-Jun-11 Development of a strategy to evaluate risk perception of 
water-related natural hazards  

D1.4 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Review of the economic costing methodologies and 
conceptualizations of loss-damages  

D1.5 RE 12 4-Jan-12 Risk prevention policy framework in the considered case 
studies  

D2.1 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Catalogue with an assessment of existing early warning 
systems in Europe  

D2.2 RE 12 4-Jan-12 Baseline for the application of the risk-based 
methodology  

D3.1 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Report of non-structural measures (mapping, planning 
and risk transfer)  

D3.2 RE 12 4-Jan-12 Baseline for the application of the risk-based 
methodology developed by WP1  

D4.1 PU 6 30-Jun-11 Critical review of structural measures referring to the 
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Deliverable Type Delivery 
date  

(DoW) 

Delivery 
date  

(Actual) 

Description 

KULTURisk case studies  
D4.2 RE 12 4-Jan-12 Baseline for the application of the risk-based 

methodology developed by WP1  
D5.1 PU 6 3-Aug-11 Review of risk communication literature  
D5.2 RE 12 4-Jan-12 Communication and transfer to decision makers, 

stakeholders and end users 
D7.1 PP 7 13-Apr-12  Organisation of the 1st workshop   
D7.3 PP 18 24-May-12 Organisation of the 2st workshop  
D7.2 PU 8 3-Nov-11 1st policy briefs  
D8.1 CO 1 23-May-11 Signed consortium agreement  
D8.2 PU 4 1-Feb-11 Accessible KULTURisk web-site  
 
After the second workshop, in May 2012, two members of the KULTURisk Advisory Board provided 
constructive and useful comments that will help adjust the future steps in the KULTURisk project. The feedback 
of the Advisory Board is reported in the next subsection. 
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ADVISORY BOARD FEEDBACK ABOUT THE PROGRESSES OF THE KULTURISK PROJECT 
(MAY 2012) 

Reviewer #1 

a) Critical comments, statements about specific points: 

1) The KULTURisk approach to demonstrate the benefits of risk prevention measures to reduce the impact of 
water-related disasters  

Compared to the early stages, the project is now giving more importance to prevention elements; however, it 
still remains more focused on technical elements and could still develop the prevention items further. 
Additionally, it would be better to refer to these items as ‘risk reduction’, which includes prevention, 
mitigation and preparedness measures. Disaster or hazard risk reduction (as the policy objective) and risk 
management (as the means to achieve it) have been recognized widely as the most comprehensive term and 
they are now utilized, among other, by the European Commission for their policies in this field, hence, the 
relevance of using them for the project as well. 

 

2) The emphasis given by the KULTURisk project to the estimation and communication of uncertainty to 
decision makers and general public 

The concept of uncertainty is useful mainly for analysis and pedagogical purposes, it is however, not so 
useful for communicating policy purposes as, similarly to ‘risk perception’ it is difficult to define and 
address, meaning different things to different people and social groups. It is more effective to focus on 
reducing and managing risk, and also building resilience, as the main ideas to communicate in the project. 
Reducing risk and building resilience need to take into account different degrees of uncertainty and diversity 
in perceptions but they represent common goals to which everyone can relate. 

 

3) The emphasis given by the KULTURisk project to the need to go beyond purely economic damages when 
it comes to the reduction of water-related disaster risks 

It is important to go beyond the economic and show the social impacts, from loss of lives, livelihoods and 
property to psychological impacts. The economic impacts remain however also important due to their 
capacity of being quantifiable, which is helps in making the case for stronger policies and measures to reduce 
risk (and cost). 

 

b) Additional suggestions, recommendations 

1) What did KULTURisk not address? What did it forget? 

I don’t know if it is being done already but if not, it would be useful for the project to include a list or 
mapping of current and past similar projects, at least within the European region, ideally at the global level, 
including in the field of flood risks as well as disaster risk reduction. This would be a very useful product in 
itself and it would show that you reviewed existing knowledge (not only literature) and hence produced 
recommendations and outputs with effective value-added.  

 

2) Are the different parts of KULTURisk (non-structural, structural measures and technical and social 
science) getting together? Do you see room for improvement in terms of collaboration? 

At a later stage, it will probably be necessary to develop in a synthetic mode, an integrated list of 
recommendations in all areas (social, economic, ecological and institutional) as a basis for policy 
development and decision-making. At that point, it would be possible to identify priorities and provide more 
precise guidance on what requires further policy or technical treatment. 

 



3) What would like to see to call the KULTURisk project a real success? 

A set of policy recommendations that governments at various levels, as well as private sector and civil 
society organizations could take as a reference to develop their work in this field. Also, a set of key messages 
that could be promoted with the media and NGOs to transmit to the public to raise awareness on what 
individuals, their families and communities can and should do to reduce their risk and vulnerability to natural 
hazards (in this case water-related) and build stronger resilience. In the conclusions of the project it will be 
important to highlight that the recommendations are equally relevant to other natural hazards (drought, heat 
and cold waves, fires, landslides, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc.) Although the project refers to 
landslides and water-related risks, it still mainly talks about floods. 

c) Any additional remarks 

The project has evolved very well; there has been a great improvement from the presentations in Stresa. 

I would recommend engaging a couple of additional social scientists, from the partner institutions, that could 
provide more elements to consider in addressing social and institutional vulnerability. 

Name of the Member of the Advisory Board:  Salvano BRICENO 

Signature:  
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Reviewer #2 

a) Critical comments, statements about specific points: 

1) The KULTURisk approach to demonstrate the benefits of risk prevention measures to reduce the impact of 
water-related disasters  

 
The balance between technical and social sciences seems to be appropriate and all the most relevant 
prevention measures are taken into account. 

 

2) The emphasis given by the KULTURisk project to the estimation and communication of uncertainty to 
decision makers and general public 

 
I think that the emphasis given by the KULTURisk project to the estimation and communication of 
uncertainty to decision makers and general public is both relevant and appropriate. The issue is properly 
addressed but additional efforts should be related to this aspect as it constitutes the core for the success of the 
project. Private stakeholders should also be involved. 

 

3) The emphasis given by the KULTURisk project to the need to go beyond purely economic damages when 
it comes to the reduction of water-related disaster risks 

 
The emphasis given to this aspect is relevant and appropriate and properly addressed. 

 

b) Additional suggestions, recommendations 

1) What did KULTURisk not address? What did it forget? 

I think that an interesting example of the potentialities of the project could be to examine how the risk has 
been faced within the framework of a real case and then to compare how the situation could have been faced 
and worked out within the risk prevention approach, with a look both to technical and social aspects.  

2) Are the different parts of KULTURisk (non-structural, structural measures and technical and social 
science) getting together? Do you see room for improvement in terms of collaboration? 

At the moment I do not have enough information to provide a proper answer, supported by specific 
documents, to this aspect. 

3) What would like to see to call the KULTURisk project a real success? 

I would like to see the practical application of the project ideas to a real case; with practical application I 
mean the development of all the different parts of the project (non-structural, structural measures and 
technical and social science) to a real situation. Even better would be if the real case could involve not only 
public authorities but also private stakeholders. 

 

Giorgio Angelo Galeati 

ENEL Produzione S.p.a.  
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8.3 Activities foreseen for next period (Jun 2012- Dec 2012) 
WP8 will keep on efficiently managing the project and the consortium and make sure that the comments of 
the members of the Advisory Board will be properly addressed. The next progress meeting will take place in 
Turin in November 2012, within the Leonardo Conference on "Hydrology and Society", a joint initiative 
with the European Geosciences Union (EGU). Then, there will be the 3rd KULTURisk workshop in Venice 
in Spring 2013 where multi-hazard components will be discusses and, lastly, a final conference in Delft in 
December 2013 to disseminate the results to relevant end-users. 
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9 Deliverables and milestones tables   
 

 

 

9.1 Deliverables  
        

Del. 
no. 

Deliverable name Nature Dissemination 
level 

Delivery date 
from Annex I 
(proj month) 

Actual delivery Comments 

D1.1 Review of the   existing EU, national and international policies 
in the field of risk prevention  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  

D1.2 Review of existing risk assessment and management 
methodologies  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  

D1.3 Development of a strategy to evaluate risk perception of water-
related natural hazards  O RE 6 30-Jun-11  

D1.4 Review of the economic costing methodologies and 
conceptualizations of loss-damages  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  

D1.5 Risk prevention policy framework in the considered case 
studies  O RE 12 4-Jan-12  

D2.1 Catalogue with an assessment of existing early warning 
systems in Europe  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  

D2.2 Baseline for the application of the risk-based methodology  O RE 12 4-Jan-12  
D3.1 Report of non-structural measures (mapping, planning and risk 

transfer)  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  

D3.2 Baseline for the application of the risk-based methodology 
developed by WP1  O RE 12 4-Jan-12  

D4.1 Critical review of structural measures referring to the 
KULTURisk case studies  R PU 6 30-Jun-11  
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Del. 
no. 

Deliverable name Nature Dissemination 
level 

Delivery date 
from Annex I 
(proj month) 

Actual delivery Comments 

D4.2 Baseline for the application of the risk-based methodology 
developed by WP1  O RE 12 4-Jan-12  

D5.1 Review of risk communication literature  R PU 6 3-Aug-11  
D5.2 Communication and transfer to decision makers, stakeholders 

and end users O RE 12 4-Jan-12  

D7.1  Organisation of the 1st workshop   O PP 7 13-Apr-12  
D7.3 Organisation of the 2st workshop  O PP 18 24-May-12  
D7.2 1st policy briefs  O PU 8 3-Nov-11  
D8.1 Signed consortium agreement  O CO 1 23-May-11  
D8.2 Accessible KULTURisk web-site  O PU 4 1-Feb-11  
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9.2 Milestones  
 

 
Milestone  

no. 
Milestone 
name 

Delivery 
date from 
Annex I 
(month) 

Achieved Actual 
achievement 

date 

Comments 

MS1 Kick-off 
meeting 

1 Yes 26-01-2011 Final definition of the 

stakeholder groups. 

Delft, Netherlands 

MS2 Advisory 
Committee set 
in place 

3 Yes 18-02-2011 Advisory committee set 

in place. 

Delft, Netherlands 

MS3 Progress 
meeting and 1st 
workshop 

7 Yes 12-04-2011 Critical review and state-

of-the-art of the notion of 

risk prevention. 

Stresa, Italy 

MS4 Progress 
meeting 

13 Yes 23-11-2011 Baseline for all the 

KULTURisk case 

studies. 

Bratislava, Slovakia 

MS5 Progress 
meeting and 
2nd workshop 

19 Yes 25-05-2012 KULTURisk 

methodological 

framework 

Gorizia and Trieste, Italy 
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